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JUGGERNAUT REBORN
Maga gzties

» September 6th © Hawkins conkrmed

rausiry expectotions of MZ with aramatic

mew plans. “We see demand for the M2

hachinolegy n applicakons that complement the ded

cade systems

said 3DO0's CEO
.
3D0is that M2's technology

toothed > Web <anrd eS .catea game marker, such as PCs, ar

Gna aigtfal video aise players

The. detie> within

represents. a unique combination of culting edgey
" *, R |

performance at ultra-low cost Besides its own
: oe

wortd-leacing R&D department, it

unbdeatadie alliance with companies

Motoroia and offers. It is aetermined to exploit this

fechinoiegy to the full with proaucts such as PC

graphics cares

 

. Th ai , f
clea e@ very open licensing system ofbecoming

the frst 3DO ynit wi

n favour of a more fightly focused approach. W hen

  

Matsushito produce their first M2 unit, they will have

i . my > IC PY 7already paid a big licence and made solia com

i Ti |
miments over pnc rng morkenng ef mere wll be

{ \ . | { >
ne siow rollout. When EA produce their first M2

game, it will nof sit on the shelves besides edutain

: ~ S iment and third-rate PC conversions. Early develop

ment systems, which started shipping several monihs

ago, are going only to major publishers with high< GOING g

quality projects in mina. At launch, there will be six

or so killer apps so from Gay ome, if wil be fhe

hottest system with the best games. No slow butid

up. Instead, instont sell-out ond an irresistable
oS 2 ‘5 Ss he ~ >

bandwagon, Studio JDO itse? pans to have no less

than ten M2 games in development soon

Clearly, a2 lot of paintui lessons were learnt with

systemihe hrs! central among them being fhe

“
$ activelymportance of high profile games x

WOOING COiN-Op mokers with both M2 fechirology for

coin-oe hardware and conversions for home sys

tems. This includes Sega, which is rumoured fo be

very keen on Motsushito toking over ifs manutactu

M2 also offers co pertecting Ousiess. For lego

hoture technology path, with enough software ond

hardwere porters f© make Nintendo and Sony
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Matsushita and 3DO. With a sine rd, DVD

=

diminish fh o bums
looks much more of sure th ng third rt m fhe woy anc M2 become

For 3DO fans, it's been a long, sofware-starved wonder: mormstausy bo the tute SOKIND

summer and hopes of M2 im the UK this year are excentionaly & on ;

n the 31st of August, US West Gammwr- our customers.

ications began a 12 month marke? tes of is Marketed as US West TeleChoice the
interactive TV servece im Omaha The tel is offers

 

CONVEMRONGH COD
3

the largest of its kind ever undertaken, imwclimg Classic Mowes, Six

50,000 households, with both analag ond J Le event CNONNEHS INS  

 
services. The advanced, digital ha uses Q 40+chommel, commerc :
3DO| system with o network niet cord Custom ancaty the first games to be ssen on the sysier

MPEG decoder and some extensions % ithe 3DO's willl be win the Sago channel! designed for anaike

operating system techmatagy. JDO gormes wall angeor kote, os the ser

eS Morket fal is o sgmnicart step toward ome owe romes up IS more advanced digital bosac

Gay Seung ote % proencte he goltewey tor cur ces offerings such os mows on Gamonc home shaming
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heerleaders and a Baywatch

babe spearhead Digital Pictures

me continuing quest for a truly

playable FMV game. Quarterback Attack

with Mike Ditkais yet another unique con
cept, putting youliterally in a quarter

back’s helmetas you call the plays, dodge

the defence and time those vital passes

Mike Dikta provides helpful advice, while

comprehensive stats and a slow-mo

replay mode should reveal in painful

detail any mistakes you make. Overin the

UK, however, Quarterback’s ambitionis

likely to come a distant second to Yasmin

Bleeth’s alwaysriveting performancesin that TV pro-

gramme, Baywatch
Yasmin plays your partner in carnage for

Maximum Surge, a rapid-fire action gameset in a

post-apocalypse world. Anevil dictator has designs

on what's left of the world, so you must fight your

way through his air and ground-based defence

units. There are some 50 gamelocations, plus a

strategic element where you manage your energy

resources
Expect plenty of pictures whenthis gets reviewed,

probably around year’s end

Titel
Electronic Arts
Return Fire
Studio 3D0/Silent Software
SieReaa
Electronic Arts

re Bt)
Electronic Arts

aigMoraos
Electronic Arts

em ae
Virgin Interactive Entertainment
Baliz
SCTteETa    

PANASONIC ON-LINE
he 3DO Company's very impressive world

 

wide web site (see last issue), has now

been joined by an equallyslick 3DO site

from Pansonic UK. A verystylishly designed opera-

tion lets you find out information about the FZ-10

M2 (complete with demo pics), The 3DO Company

and Panasonicitself. There’s a description of avail-

able and forthcoming software, with pics and added

information for ‘selected’, eg Panasonic titles. A neat

mapofthe UK lets you point andclick for your near-

est 3DO dealer, while a competition to win an FZ-10

is fully online and completely superb. If you wantto

check it out yourself, then the URL to type in is

http:/ /www.cks.com/ukweb/panasonic3D0/.
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the

 

The Mystphenomena continues to grow with news of a novel

the original game. Mysf’s beautiful, hi-res artwork, oblique

ere aese
Myst: The Book ofAtrus is a prequel to the game,reveal-

PoeeeAekma
CeeAeRRaS
worlds. Gehn is a cruel god though,arbitarily destroying the
worlds he builds. When Atrus intervenes to save one such
world, he tries to escape within it to avoid his father’s wrath.
His island hideaway is Myst and, to find out more, you

hardback,
eaMMMad

Ce

DyVavete(Meese MmMeeeMd
milestone with a spectacular Japanese games deal. Artdink,

CMRd
signed on with Microsoft's Gamebank for Windows “5 con-
versions of all future titles. However Windows ‘95's very nature
will delay the deal's impact with its hefty demands on RAM and
CPU power. The dream of arcade perfect conversions also
remains something of a mirage as even the hottest PCsstill run
SVGA with just 256 colours. Still, this assault certainly has

heavyweight financial support. Seattle-based Microsoft recent

ly posted its 20th consecutive year of profits with a 26% rise
for its 1995 fiscal year. This jump to profits of $1.45 billion

accompanied a 28% growth in sales to $5.94billion
However, before you decide to rush out and buy a PC con-

sider the opinions of the world’s second largest software com:
pany, Oracle. MD Larry Ellison went on record with his vision
for the future: alitle, £299 box wired up to the TV. A box
eedoe DOMMetghkun

such trials. The primary intelligence of the unit would come not
from data loaded off floppy discs or CDs, but the Internet

2eetibd
the desktop computer is set to go the same way as the super-

Pea eeeee
fe RReeeeaRad Bimen]

power hungry computer tasks these days are multimedia Crore)

cations, tasks which o low-cost 3DO is built around rather than

enduring as costly add-on options. Adding a PSwk)

Roerere EEUR scleta cheaper than any foresee

eeae

ecDonkey Kong

Country, Nintendo has closed its UK office. tn its place will

be o small management team, closely tied into Nintendo of

Tt

sive THE subsidiary. Meanwhile, in Jopan Virtual Boy has

flopped badly and now seems unlikely to be sold overseas.

Ler
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® hanks to Rich Shane, at Studio 3DO, we've

 

i

bs ne got an awesome cover dise this month

Fe Captain Quazar is an ineredible arcade

blast-'em-up whichis fully reviewed on pages 30

31. While the finished game allows Captain Pulzar

to join in the fun, for the demoit's Quazar alone in

frantic mega blasting action The controls are sup

plied on the disc and, although the full game is

somewhat more complex for the demo your objec

tive is simple destroy everything before the demo

timer runs out!

BattleSport is an awesome futuresport sim which

has had everyone on the magazine addicted from

 

umours connecting Sega and M2refuse to

die. During an online discussion, Sega of

America project manager Mike Latham

was asked about Sega merging with 3DO andusing

M2for Virtua Fighter 3: “OK. First ofall, let's put this

rumourto rest once andforall, The answeris no and

no, Sega has many partners, but 3DO will not

be one of them...” So that’s the end ofthat,

right? Wrong. Latham finished off with

that classic phrase “...in the near

future.” Which as fans of politician
speak knows means anything from tomor

row morning fo a couple of months, depending on

what's most useful,

Another option for Sega is an alliance with the

Lockheed Martin Corporation, the defence contrac

tor which has co-developed its arcade systems since
the Model 1 board used for Virtua Racin
According to this rumour, Sega was so im :' pressed by
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the veryfirst version. The magazine demo is rather

more advanced and offers one or two-player action.

To getthe two-player option you must have a second

joypad plugged in — pressing Start selects the high-

lighted option. Your objective is simple: score the

most goals before time runs out. The type ofball and

goalis shown onthe loading screen. But while chas-

ing after the ball, you mightlike to spend time reduc-

ing your opponentto debris!

BATTLESPORT CONTROLS

A: Lasers. B: Missiles

C: Fire ball LS: Move left

RS: Moveright
Down: Move backwards

Right: Rotate right
X: Pause & Ingame Options

Up: Move forward

Left: Rotate left

LS + RS: Jump.

NB: This demo is based on an old, Alpha build of

BattleSport and retains someglitches causing occa-

sional slowdown.The complete game, reviewed on

page 46-47, never drops below 26fps.

SATURN Il
Sony's PlayStation it initially considered scrapping

the Saturn altogether, with LMC producing an entire-

ly new design. This was nixed in favour of uprating
the Saturn with an extra CPU, a bodge which turned

out to please no-one. As Ultraé4 and M2 loom on

the horizon, the Saturn looks even more desperately

inadequate in terms of both pertor-
mance and high production costs.

Sega machine has been given a

machine would be backwardly compati:
ble. The new machine would debut in 1997

and be based around LMC’s R3D/100 chip, which
is currently being developed as PC arashlaaieed
Due onsale this winter, the board is set to retail Ba
$180, Atits heart are two 32bit chips, a geometry
processor and graphics processor, with built-in
effects such as Gouraud shading and anti-aliasing.

 

While LMC’s design for the next

Saturn Il tag, it’s highly unlikely the

NODODO!
mitt he 3D0 Company has answered critics

pol 4 overits lack of media presence with the

he Bi appointment of an European ad agency.

“BDDH has two key assignments ~ firstly to help us

slug it out ina three horse race this autumn and,

secondly, to launch our M2 technology next year,”

said Bob Faber, MD of 3DO Europe. “We want o

hot London ad agency for reasons of creativity

That's what 3DO needs and with BDDH I'm confi-

dent that’s what we'll get.”

BDDH have previously masterminded cam-

paignsfor BT, Motorola (below), Clerical Medical

and others (below). The 3DO compaign was

unveiled at ECTS 7

with trade ads

  

urging retailers to

sell 3DO because

is not due for

dodo-style extinc-

tion. ‘dodo n., pl,

dodos or dodoes

1. any flightless

bird, esp. of the

recently _—_extinct

family Raphidoe.
2. Any 16-bit or

non-upgradeable

32-bit gamesconsoles. (adj.).’ The hype is backed

up byreference to the new £299 price, with game,

RF cable and back-up memory,plusthe ‘finest soft

ware with the biggest library of 32bit games you'll

find.’ However, the central point is obviously

upgradeability: ‘M2 technology is coming

In the States, the aggressive, “We Got ht, They

Don’t’ slogan and a new, $299 pricepoint has seen

3DO systems selling out with an
170% rise in sales. In somestores, it is outselling the

$399 Saturn three to one.

Although it hopesto sell to gamers eventually, # i

principally aimed at the professional market. Sage

itself has ironically chosen nVidie's PC graphics cord

for Saturn conversionsto the PC market.
LMC's relationship with Sega hes also. been

weakened by its failure to deliver the Model S

arcade system on time, At one Stage a Neier

rumoured Sega might take legal ation againstUMC

for the massive delays. Asit stand, theMedelS srs
tem will be based around the RED/PRO-VOOO

chipset. This massively uprated followup % *

R3D/100 will offer 750, 000 textured PebENS PS
second. Oneofits principal advantages °F ="

supposed to be the amount of RAM itta

board, butin fact 300 are corey butane ME
motherboards with slots for additions par

In all probability, Sega has @
proposals forits follow-up to the ;
which may be LMC’s Ons of which May “=

What's beyond question is that afer the Magewey

32X and Saturn, Sega desperately need thelr
machine to be quite exceptional. |) 58
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 he summer weather seems to

have kept the game house
as production teamsin the pub-

just like us. 3D0 has been slow
ouch, it seems the whole industry has
| been on one long siesta, But don’t panic,
from now onwardsall the titles you've been

| reading about for the last 3 Months will
emerge, Space Hulk, Doom, Striker,

Bladeforce, Po’d, Killing Time, and more to

go on Santa’s List.
| With 3D0’s FZ1 priced alongside Sony’s
| plaything and with four times the numberof
“titles avaliable now, not to mention M2, we'll
certainly be holding on to ours (ooer Missus

_ etc) remember as well, with Marcus “I wrote

for 3D0 Mag issue Aug/Sept” Irwin on our

payroll we're bound to know and get more
info then anyone else This is Robin
Mookherji (finally getting his name in print
signing off- The Real Brains Behind the
operation
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Computer and Video Games
 

Call us for the best in second hand games
including us imports. Plus used consoles

 

SECONDHANDTITLES NEW TITLES

FROM £9.99 10 £29.99 PSYCHIC DETECTIVE. ...... CALL
CONSOLES DAEDALUS ENCOUNTERS . . CALL

GOLDSTAR 3D0........ £299,99  ‘NILUING TIME .......
PANASONIC FZ1.......... cau LOSTEDEN....... ;
PANASONIC FZ10......... CALL FLYING NIGHTMARES

SPACE HULK.......
SOFTWARE STRIKER

ZHADNOSTINC. JOYPAD,. £39.99 DOOM.......KINGDOM:-THE FAR REACHES£29,99  BLADEFORCE ...CANNON FODDER .,,... £34.99 PO’'DSYNDICATE

655sieees,
88000
THE

V19TG uAi git Rede -- £39.99 THE 11TH HOURWING COMMANDERIll... £39.99 CREATURE SHOCK.
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Buddha oftheREAL World

 

Renownedfor his 1984 ‘frank and fearless’ CTW

interview,Kipling is the epitome of the company

car, big expense account salesmanthat has made

Matsushita the world’s largest consumerelectronics

company. As Xmas approaches, he says being part

of Panasonic’s 3DO division is a ‘incredible’ feeling.

It’s time for the ‘performing bear’ to dohis stuff. It

may need somepretty big cheques but “if that’s

whatit takes then we'll do it”. As a hard-core

gamer, he’s also delighted Panasonic has now

Whatsort of operation is Panasonic Software?

“At the momentthere are three softwareoffices

around the world: Osaka, San Francisco and now

sunny Bracknell. As the most recently established

division, we are obviously less advanced than the

other two — which have both M1 and M2 develop-

ment in progress. Daedalus camefrom theStates,

while Scramble Cobra and F1GP are due from

Japan. Striker World Cup Specialis the first title we

will publish ourselves in the UK.”

What sort of relationships are youinterested in

with developers?

“Katsushita/Panasonic have been manufacturing

hardware for over 70 years. It takesa litle time for

us to adjust to a new, fast-paced industry such as

videogames... In essence we aretrying to forge

long-term relationships, not just to pick up one or

two titles to publish and doing nothingelse.

“The key factor is quality. We are currently talk-

ing with a number of developers about original

product where the keyissue is not cost,it is the

quality of the software thatis important.”

What advantages did Panasonic offer that

 
Profile
Phil Kipling joined Panasonic in 1986 as a Sales

Manager for computer printers and, later, moni-

tors and PCs. It was Panasonic’s PC factory which

developed the original FZ-1 with 3DO and, dur-

ing

a

visit there in February ‘93, Kipling wasfirst

introduced to the system. Overthefollowing 18

months, it was his job to prepare Panasonic’s UK
strategy for the machine ~ within tightfinancial
limits. In February ’94, Richard Marmoy joined
him and took over responsibility for the marketing
side of the operation, While Kipling still controls
the sales operation, and is extremely enthusiastic
aboutthis Xmas, he’s also taken on responsibility

for sourcing 3D0 | & M2 software in the UK, 

decided to fund UK software development.

enabledit to land Williams,

Capcom, Namcoetc?

“The big advantage that we
have now is the M2 technolo-

gy. It has been very well
received andis without ques-

tion the most powerfultech-
nology around. This has been

a key factor in our negotia-

tions, the first fruit of which is the agreement we

have reached with Williamsfor them to begin
development[on MKIll among others]. At this time

we are actively negotiating similar contracts.”
Are youin negotiations with any other big

publishers, like LucasArts?

“At the presenttimeall three of the Sofware Teams

are involved in a numberofdiscussions with vari-

ous developers and publishers. The nextinternal

update meeting is planned for Septemberto bring

all the parties up to date.”

There have often been rumours about Masushita’s

commitment to 3DO. What's your view on the

situation?

“The recent round of announcements regarding

long term relationships with developers and pub-

lishers, specifically Williams, confirms our commit:

ment to 3DO, Additionally, the recent price reduc

tions [to £299] reinforces our commitmentto build

a strong hardware base.”

What's your favourite game ever?

“My favourite gameis the old arcadeclassic

Missile Command = the late Seventies game with

the trackball, where you try to defend three bases

against warheads, The beauty ofit, as always, was

a simple concept, okay graphics, but great game

play. My favourite 3DO game is ShockWave the

reason being | saw the game early in development

and it was one ofthe first to show off the machine's

capabilities. The gameplay may not be asessential

as othertitles, but still play on a regular basis
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and, yes, I’m stuck onlevel 10 on the moon!

What game would you mostlike to see on 300?

“On a personallevel| really believe that the M2

technologyis incredible. | would love to see areal

ly good driving game on the machine. If you look

at some of the early demos whichinclude the futur

istic car ~ I'd love to see that game finished and

available at launch.”

When can we expect to see an M2 unit?

“The $64,000 question! M2 had an excellent

reception at E3 in May and oneof the most impor

tant factors in the launch of M2 is the software

available at launch. To a large extent the hardware

introduction is governed bythe quality of the soft

ware, whichleads us back theoriginal ideaof the

formationof the software groups

How do you see the future?

“The future, as we havediscussedthis is a very

fast pacedaction-packed market which changes

on almost a daily basis. It's an exciting hime tor the

industry with a whole bunch of possibilities with all

manner of new products in the pipeline such as

HDCD, SD, CD+ andthedigital video market gen

erally is poised for many changes. What| can say

is that Panasonic is committed to world standards

and that as muchas possible westrive to achieve

them. In that sense, it takes time to achieve these

goals which is why we are taking a long term

view.” (| ssw
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VHS. He wasthere. Amiga A1500. Him

again. 3DO as dominant UK standard? No

problem... Reflecting upon 3DO's UKsales,

trade newspaper CTW identified two factors

which could re-energise the fromat: a £299

HHeavyw

 

How’s it feel handling another launch?

“ye actually been with two different companiesat

the leading edgeof launching products. With

Panasonic it was VHS, backin the early days when

we were up against Betamax and Sony. It’s a feel-

ing of déja vu because we're up against Sony

again, with PSX... I'm confident the outcomewill be

the same!”

How importantis 3DO to GoldStar?

“ think it’s one of the key elements in ourstrategy

for the future. We would not have putin the sort of

financial investment we haveif our head office

hadn't believed it waskey.It's like a jigsaw puzzle.

The 3DO machine and M2 are a major part of the

technologyjigsaw puzzle.It’s the face on the head

[ofthese technologies] and we're going fo put

major investmentintoit and software develop-

ment.”

Will you definitely do M2? There’s been no official

announcement.

“\ can confirm that we aretotally committed to the

product. We are very much downtrack on develop-

ing the product fo release next year... Okay,there

hasn’t been an official announcement ~ but we will

be doing M2.”

Whenwill M2 ship?

“Very difficult to say... | understand from 3DO

Europe that M2 development kits will arrive in the

next few weeks. Bearing in mind someof the

games under development could take six to seven 
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pricepoint and Kieron Sumner. Now he’s here,

Stuart Wynneasks him whathis planis.

. 5FA “a

ore in1986, just as it had closed its old Corby
~s 0 brotherKelly's latest toy: the revolutionary, sup
ete marketing working at Panasonicfor five yearsduring

months to convert over,

I'd suggest looking to

late Spring for the M2

upgrade.”

Where? Will the PAL

version ship later?

“What you'll find now

more and more,for

both hardware soft-

ware,is that we'll have

co-ordinated launches

of productin the

American, Korean and

European markets

Before there was no

real PAL marketfor

GoldStar. Now thereis,

the pressure is on for

universal releasing.”

Will GoldStar’s M2

upgrade be compatible

with a Panasonic 3DO I?

“No,it's like everything

else. You buy a Cortina and a Vauxhal Opel and

the oil filters won't work on each other.It's com-

pletely different physical design of machine.”

How much will the upgrade cost?

“As an upgradeit's got to be very competitive,

obviously.”

Less than a 3DO unit now?

  

    Daz tcles dachned, The”,
super-expensive Amiga 1000,

)VHS'slaunch, Kieron had got

 

  

   
   

     

 

at Seiko, Five years slaving over a green screen |
It was a future which had to bea thoughahe Pete
Yo compete with the IBM PC. It was Commodore UKwhich made the Amia
the price, wooing software publishers and finallyturning the Ami ree
market. Kieron wasa part of that rightfromthesta isha 3

g the Amiga 1500 and liaisingwith developers,
thecompany. Only whenEscon
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eight Contender

“| can’t guaranteeit But if | have any influence on

it, yes, it definitely will be. We're trying to build o

path for the machines where the end-user can

upgrade without a majorfinancial outlay year oher

year, unlike some other platforms. We have to

build a loyalty with those end-users. So certainly

we're looking at a cost-effective upgrade ~ doi
ously substantially less than a complete MZ

machine whenit comes.”

When will that be?
| think that will be auturnn next year. It may wel
be launched at E3 [May] in the States, of pre

viewed anyway, but we're looking at shipping

September-October next year. Which will stil be

before Ultra64.”

How will you compete with a £299 PlayStation
this Xmas?

"You say the PlayStation will be £299, but there®
no game with it. Add £50 for the game and we're

already cheaper. Also, we will be doing certain

things — which | can’t reveal now ~ which wil

us better value, long term. Then there's that
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upgrade path to M2... The PlayStationis a nice

machine andit has some goodsoftware coming

out, So do we. They have Primal Rage coming out

and Defcon 5. So do we — atexactly the same

time. | think people have gotto look to the future...

People are always wondering should they wait for

the best machine on the market? It’s always coming

next year, With 3DO, people can buy now know-

ing they can always upgrade.”

Will you go to £250 for 3D0 I?

“At this momentin timeit's impossible No way

We've taken it down to £299 because we need to

reach a bigger market. We've taken a cut in our

profits to do so — but it’s a tactical plan, so we're

prepared to do that

“You've also got to look at other areas for

potential savings. | deny anyoneto say they didn’t

spend more money on software than the machine

itself... So | would like to see budget software on
3DO.‘AA’ products will have to have to be £39-

£49initially, but there’s no reason why we can’t

gettitles out at £34.99, £29.99 etc. We should

make it more affordable for people to have soft-

ware, That's my ultimate ambition — to bringit

within everyone's price range

Will there be a new model GoldStar 3D0 before

M2?

“It's too early to say. There are a lot of plansin the

pipeline... Our R&D departmentis constantly look-

ing at various options. So there will be otherthings

coming along from GoldStar, but whether they're

between M2 andthe current machine| don’t really

wantto say. Rest assured, as soon as| can, I'll let

you know and youcangetit out in the magazine.”

Oneofthe hottest topics with our readers is 3D0

marketing. You’ve done somenice adsin the style

mags. What aboutTV ads?

  

      

“Yoy will not see TV ads from usthis year... What

you have to look at is where the people who want

to know aboutthe product are goingto seeit.

[Whichis]in lifestyle mags, in computer mags, in

youth mags, and obviously in the national press.

TV hasit uses, of course, and we will be going into

fashion-type programmes, such as Music, Games &

Videos, so people will be able to see the product.

Of course, you can put out massive TV advertising,

but ultimately the consumeris paying for it. We'd

rather be very competitive on the machine, soft-

“IT think people have got to look to the

future... People are always wondering

should they wait for the best machine

on the market? It’s always coming next

year. With 3DO people can buy now

knowing they can always upgrade.”

ware andeverything else.”

Whatabout newtitles? PC mego-hit First

Encounters maybe? | hear you've got good con-

tacts there [Kelly Sumner is MD of the UK

division].

“[Laughs] Yeah. There are negotiations going on

with several companies at the moment. Obviously

I'm notat liberty to talk about details but | think

there will be some very good newsfor 3DO own-

ers over the next couple months... These things take

time though, once you've signedit up, it's still

goingto take best partof three to four monthsto

do a conversion or a complete rewrite.”

For 3DO | or M2? Canyoustill bring people

onboard for 3DO 1?
“Without a doubt. There are people who I'm

Launched at £349 and bundled with
mego-hit FIFA Soccer, the GoldStar
3DOfinally saw the formatgetting

a major ad campaign behindit.
Expect more to come,especially

with the new £299 price.

 

speaking to now who can, quite quickly, turn prod

ucts out, Some products are already developed

the market has changed overthe last two years

For instance Millennium, who were a major pub

lisher, are now purely a developer ~ concentrating

on whatthey’re very good at They've got several

titles ready fo go. They're just waiting for people to

sign them up and publish them.”

What about companieslike Ocean Software

supporting 3D0?

nt that they will come onboard

Very confident, There will

be three platforms next

year. Windows '95. M2

And PlayStation. | don’t

think they'll be any other

mainstream platforms. |

would go asfor as to say

the leading platform will

be M2 because ofthe

amount of commitment put

“I'm very confide

 
behind the product, the partners gathering now.”

M2is clearly central to your ‘96 strategy.

“Without a doubt. It’s key to our future strategy. It's

also key, | believe, to a lot of the success of games

business, certainly in Europe. Without some sort of

standardisation of platforms this brilliant market, in

terms of creativity and games,will catch a cold.”

Would youobjectif Matsushita bought the 3D0

Company?

“We're a team. We're not going to squabble about

that. However, | don’t think for the foreseeable

future 3DO wouldlet themselves be bought out —

they're quite a large organization... Long term,

who ownsit doesn’t matter. It’s very muchlike VHS.

No-one owns VHS any more but everyone pro-

duces VHS machines. What matters is the contin-

ued development — M2 is not end of the road.

We're not going to stop there and there will be fur-

ther enhancements. Whetherit's 128bit or whatev-

erin the future.”

Do youthink Sega will licence M2?

“| think its a very good tactical move asfar as
Sega are concerned. Saturn will notlast — it's a

flash in the pan.”

Philips?

“| think Philips will support 3DO0. Whether it’s

3DO | or M2. | have a very firm belief they will

getinto the party. They have to look long-term

Whyspendbillions of dollar developing a new

platform? At the moment CDiis four-to five years

old, It was a nice machinein its day, But every

dog doeshaveits day... you could breathe new
life into it by upping the processor andall the rest

But mybelief is if you've got a good operating

system, whichis technically superior to everything

else in the market — which | believe M2 is = why

not go onto that platform?It’s all about standardis-

ation. I'm a firm believer in that. You've got to get

to a point where it makes sense for everyone to

developfor it. Which is exactly what happened

with VHS." [| ssw
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After realising one fantasy by getting a summer

job at a local arcade, Rich Shaneis now realising

another by turning dream games into reality at

Studio 3DO. Notonly is he the producer on

BattleSport, Captain Quazar, Phoenix 3 and

Starfighter 3000 on 3D0OI, Shaneis also heading

up Studio 3DO’s first internal M2 game.

Captain Quazaris very muchin the style of clas-

sic coin-opslike Commando. Why doyouthink

no-one’s donethis sort of thing before on 3D0?

“\ don’t know, but the reason why wedid it is that

Helmut [Kobler] and | are hard core gamers and

we know whatwelike to play... Helmutreally

deserves the credit because he was the one who

broke away from 3DO to set up Cyclone Studios. It

washis idea to develop Captain Quazar and

BattleSport.”

What's the story behind BattleSporf?

“That project started out from when| used to go

over to Cyclone for Captain Quazar.It was August

‘94 and they just had one programmeron

BattleSport. He showed mea collection of squares,

which looked like Stonehenge, and kept zooming

in and out. Helmut gotreally excited and said,

‘Look at the scaling going on here!’ | said, “Yeah

that’s really neat but whenisit going to bea

game?’ So for many months we watched

Stonehengescaling in andout, ‘til they finally gotit

going. It’s now incredibly impressive - | haven’t

seen another game which handles 3D as impres-

sively as BattleSport.”

Profile
You could say Richard Shane wasin early with

3DO — employee numberfourto be precise! He

joined straight from university, where he’d earned

a degree in mathematics and computerscience,

applying initially to Electronic Arts as a producer.

CEO Trip Hawkins promptly poached him for his

new project: 3DO. Shane joined as a project

manager doing market research on the specifica-

tions for 3DO | (AKA ‘Opera’). He then went on

fo head upthe sofware test group, beforepicking

up the producerreins on Soccer Kid just as that

wasfinishing. It's a big leap from one project to

five, but Shaneis confidenthistitles will be big

hits: “I feel really comfortable being a gamer ~ |

mean| used to play on the Magnavox Odyssey at

home during elementary school. In those days

you hadtostick a cellophane template on the TV

[for the colours]. From that day on I’ve loved

videogames.”

 

Play balance is very sharp...

“Play balance can’t come from

any other source than playing

it a wholelot. | playit all the

time, people at 3DO playit all

the time, people at Cyclone

playit endlessly.”

Do you have outside testers?

“We have focus groups where

we round up people from the

arcades and the 3DO Club,of course.”

Have youused anyoftheir suggestions?

“Many. Captain Quazar was originally a one-play-

er game. We also added a mapping capability

because people thoughteach level was so big

BattleSport was from the start two-player, so that

was never anissue, but adding certain types of

weapon came from people's suggestions.

“We also have a lotof internal expertise to call

on. Ed Rockburgh, for example, wrote a whole

slew of great coin-opsfor Atari. Blasteroids,

StunRunner and SteelTalonsareall his. He also did

a horseshoe tossing gamefor the arcades and, oh

my god! - I'm forgetting the most important:

Battlezone! He's incredibly talented and we're

working together on M2.But | also regularly ask

him aboutfeatures on other games.”

Whendid youstart at 3D0?

“| started on July 21, 1991 and atthat time we

used to meet at a conference room at EA. There

wasjust of four of us, | mean we'd go to a restau-

rant and occupyjust one table! That was the whole

of 3DO.”

Whatare yourfavourite games? *%

“| have to say | like Captain Quazar and iA

BattleSport, in fact | have to say |like

all my projects equally! fd

“Of non-Studio 3DO products, Gex .

and Slam ‘N Jam are probably my two

favourites right now. Gex has a huge

area to explore,| really appreciate

finding new puzzles. | like Slam because

|

love play-
ing basketball myself andit’s done really well. | love
the size ofthe players, the fantasy shots,”
Are you developing any M2 titles?
“lam working on the Studio's first internal title for
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M2. Its in the earliest stages at the moment and

we're keeping it a secret right now. | promise to tell

you all aboutit once we're a bit further along

though. It’s very exciting!”

Whatsort of gameis it?

“lm sorry. Don’t mean to be a tease! It will really

knock your socks off. We're really looking to do

something exciting and that's all | can say now.”

Will you be doing any M2 upgrades of your

existingtitles?

“Right now twolikely candidates for M2 are

Starfighter 3000 and BattleSport. Because they

could be dramatically enhanced even beyondtheir

current state... | think with M2 there will be a wide

range of products. Some will start out simply as
Opera-only (3DO | only) and some M2-only, and

then there'll be hybrids in-between. You'll see ports
from Opera to M2 that will make use of just some

of the advancedfeatureslike say MIP mapping.

Gamesthat have a lot 3D in them lend themselves

really well to doing that.”

Wasthere ever any temptation to scrap the
Operaversions and go straight to M2?
“No.It really isn’t issue, everyone at 3D0 thinks

we have to support Opera.| mean it
makes sense —initially the installed

base for M2 is zero! “

Is getting your best dream games turned

“It is the ultimate. For someone who's 4

gamer you can’tfind a better job.| get to
products | love with smart people who enjoy

videogames at a company whose mission | Uy

believe in.“” [ ssw
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Main piece,a still from one of the stunning SGI

workstation intros. Above, just a few of
hundreds of sketches penned by Software
Creation artists to create storyboards for
rendered sequences.

 

 

 

Few films become legendary before they’re seen, but

Waterworld’s notorious entry into movie mythologyis unlikely

to have cheered Interplay, who are preparing to publish their

tie-in. Anguished wringing of hands should soon be replaced

by back slapping and skips of joy however, for not onlyis the

movie enjoying considerable success both in the States and

over here, but developers Software Creations look set to

deliver a truly stunning licence which makes the water so

muchfun to play on, hell, maybe even Kevin Costner could be

tempted to grow gills again. Then again...

hankfully, Software Creations have not

been visited by the curse that afflicted

the movie's production (see boxout),

however, the pressure to complete the

gamein timeforits planned Novemberreleaseis

resulting in plenty oflate nights for the hard-work-

ing team. And whilst delivering a credible licence

to a discredited movie based entirely on water may

have seemedas feasible as walking on water,

Software Creations seem to have achieved justthat.

83DO Magazine 13 Oct/Nov 1995

Certainly, press manhandling of the movie hasn't

deterred them in any way. “We tookall the bad

reviews with good humour," insists Lorraine Starr,

the game's producer, “and as everyone knows, you

can't believe everything you read in the press!” SGI

artist Justin Eagleton agrees. “The gameis totally

unique and should betreated on its own merits.

Motivation on this game has been very high. Many

people will compare the game to the film, and |

think we've achieved what we set out to do... the >
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> gamelooks so muchlike the film.” And aseven the

movie's harshest critics have conceded, it certainly

looks unbelievable

Software Creations have shunned the route most

common to movie tie-in developers — lame platform

action and familiar gameplay patterns — respond-

ing instead in a much more adventurous fashion

Waterworldis a first person perspective blasting

arcade game, which has you playing the Mariner,

cruising the sea on a fast moving Trimaran, armed

with semi-automatic pistol, machine gun and

‘super’ machine gun. The melted polar ice-caps of

the near future haveleft the world almostentirely

devoid of land, and a group of peaceful survivors

are floating across the endless oceans on enormous

man maderafts (atolls), trying to avoid the atten-

tion of the evil Smokers, led by Deacon (Hopper)

A youngAtolla girl’s mysterious tattoo may hold

the secret to the location of the mythical ‘Dry Land’,

and you must survive and protect yourself and the

Atollers against attack from the heavily armed bad-

dies and lead them to saftey
The game consists of eleven levels which are

spliced with generous amounts of SGI rendered

clips to enhance the atmosphere and continue the

narrative, which is also narrated by the Atoller girl.

Your hero zoomsalongthe sea surface blasting

baddies fromtheir jet-skis and speedboats, guard-

ing the massive atolls, diving underwaterin later

sections and eventually boarding Deacon’s atoll,

the Deez, for the final confrontation. The fantastic

graphics are comprised of beautifully dirty, textured

mapped polygon constructionsfor the atolls — ren-

dered through SGI workstations — well detailed

sprites for the enemies and delightfully realistic

ocean built up of hundredsof textured polygons,

the corners of each ‘water’ polygon rippling in

smooth sine waves fo create the uncannily realistic

impression of water. Just as the hundreds of unfore-

seen difficulties in filming on water hindered the

movie production, so creating a convincing depic-

tion of the ocean kept Software Creationstied up,

but the result of their endeavours is a marvellous

success

The team were given accessto each(!) screen-

play draft and thousandsof storyboards andpro-

duction stills, enabling them to recreate the unique

It’s only a movie

look of the movie with great accuracy.

Being an ex-Oceanemployee,Lorraine

Star hascertainly spent herfair share of

hours dealing with unhelpful movie peo-

ple, but the level of support she received

for Waterworld was beyond even her

hopeful expectations. “The reference

material we received from MCA has
been overwhelming,with lots of colour

photographsand blueprints forall the

models built for the movie. I’ve never

previously encountered afilm company

who have been so forthcoming for a

videogamelicence.”

Getting the gameto faithfully reflect

the narrative of the film wasn’t quite so

easy, however, due mainly to the infa-

mous amount of rewrites, but some slack

was cut fo let Software Creations pro- |

duce a gamethatfelt right. “We had to

redesign the ending of the gameto mir-

rorthelate, final screenplay,” admits

Lorraine, “(but) there are some areas

that we have not changed in accor-

dance with the script, becauseit suited
better gameplay.” Software Creations are certainly

proud notjust ofthe visual sumptuousness, butof

the action-packed, varied locations. “It’s important

to realise that gameplay should comefirst, and

sometimes you do haveto deviate little, or over-

emphasise what may be small scenes in the movie

 
to get the best results.”

Oneofthe only aspects Software Creations

weren't forthcoming over, was how they could pos-

sibly communicate the supposed moral ambiguity

of the Costner character, a stumbling block for pre-

view audiences andsurely an impossibly abstract

concept to communicate in a videogame. “You'll
have to buy a copyto find out,” Lorraineinsists,

demurely, with no elaboration forthcoming.

Of course,it’s impossible to resist asking the

obvious question, namely, just what did the team

think of the movie? “It was very entertaining, with
someofthe best action scenesI’ve ever seen,”

enthuses Justin Eagleton. “I was looking closely for
our representations of the Waterworld feel and |
think we've capturedit brilliantly!” Lorraine Starris

ie - ; es
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The team (I to r from top): Greg Holt (Main

Artist), Carleton Handley (PSX Software

Engineer), Andy Threlfall (Graphic Artist), Justin

Eagleton (Graphic Artist & SGI Modeller), Steve

Watson (SGIArtist), Peter Scott (3DO Software

Engineer), Steve Millership (SGI Artist), Lorraine

Starr (Producer), Chris Jojo (Musician) and
Annie Lee (Production Assistant).

equally positive. “I lovedit. It was fun, action=

packed andexciting and I’d recommendif fo any-

one. The only drawback was drinking a cup of cof

fee before | wentin, andsitting there for two and a

half hours looking atall that rippling water! Guess

where| ran to whenit finished.” With the game

likely to induce a similar reaction amongst sensitive

players, consider yourself warned that drinks
before this game should be avoided.It's bound to

be a small sacrifice, however, for what promises to
be one Christmas’s hottesttitles. mew
° Waterworld will be published by Interplay in
October.
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The adage that there’s no such thing as bad publicity has received its

most severe bench test not with Hugh Grant, but with the Waterworld
movie. Conceived by Peter Radar as a low-budget Mad Max spin-off,
with B-movie schlock producer Roger Cormanin mind to developit, the
projec slowly transformed into a mega-budget epic propelled by the

star status of Kevin Costner. From a medium big-budget of $64 million,

Waterworld ballooned to an alleged $200 million, the already fraught

production also suffering the indignities of endless attacks from the

press, keen to chastise Hollywood's latest excesses. Led bythe LA Times,
every mistake was pounced upon by tinsel town hacks and gleefully
offered as proof of Cosiner’s uncontrollable ego and Universal Picture’s
ineffectual management. Of course, there wasn't a real shortage of
calamities to report on. Costner and director Kevin Reynolds upheld a
lifelong tradition by falling out before completing the project, resulting
in Costner toking over the post production of the film (only to be
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accused of pepping up Reynolds's allegedly downbeat
Costner’s character); Cosmner's wife initiated divorce pro
finding him enjoying the attention of an Hawaiian belly dan
location; the 96 day shooting schedule sprawled into 1
screenplay rewrites pile reached its fortieth draft; stunt
ciples were lost at sea, discovered they couldn't swim or
sick (most spectacularly, Costner himself); hurricanes
distance; huge atolls built for the film sank and when,
of the film were shown, audiences respondedun!graphic violence, Costner’s downing of a pitcher:
urine, bizarre plot twists and, most amusingly, a!
ated by the predominately floating cameras, The ly
throughout were. the Hawaiians, who enjoyedlengthyvisit from Hollywood, and the $30 odd n
and co spent on thousands of tonnes of steel, hun
and a bartab that’s probably been framed, Come
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Above, Smoker craft survey the wreckage of an

Trimaran that’s been flamed (right). To the right of

that, action inside the perimeters of a Smoker
infested atoll. Below, Smokers come outin fu  
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StarFighter from Studio 3DO |

|
demoatthe last ECTS, Starfighter 3000 has

games yet seen on .
e of the most ambitious

|

ghters, spectacular space battles, meteor )

elds are just some of its e

Merely a dazzling

now growninto on

3DO. Squadronsoffi

he Andy Hutchings/Tim Parry duo has

come on a wayssince the obscurity of

Archimedes programming Studio 3D0

producer Rich Shane certainly counts
pic features.

 

himself amongtheir admirers: “brilliant guys, real-

ly, really impressive. I've never been with a devel-

operlike them. You askfor a feature andliterally

within five minutesit’s in the game.”

Onesuch featureis real-time terraforming. Just

as in Magic Carpet, heavy use of heavy, heavy

weapons can knock even a mountain into shape

“You can blow canyonsthrough mountain ranges

or you can build up mountain ranges while you're

playing... They have such a robust 3D engine, you

can have a camera virtually anywhere andstil

have the same speed, You can rotate it, zooming in

or out, set that as your camera position and play

the game that way. You actually have two camera

views to toggle between, one of which could be a

cockpit view and the otherflyby. So you could

destroy a building and, while flying through the

explosion, switch to camera two and watch your

self... It's everything that any of us who've wanted

to play an awesomearcadeflight game have

wanted.”

The backboneof Starfighter is the relationship

between Parry and Hutchings. They grew up

together, tradingfirst Atari 2600 carts and later

Spectrum games.“It makesit easier when wesit

down and have to come up with something,” says

Parry. “We can always remember what was fun.”

Like a songwriting team, developing a game comes

from incessant arguing over every detail. “We bat-

tle it out. Eventually we'll come up with the best

compromise we can.”

While Hutchingsis responsible for the overall

design, Parryis the guy who has to write the 3DO

specific code. “I really enjoyit,” he says. “it’s a

storms and asteroid fi

 
pixelly effect, frame by frame, automatically and

without taking up any extra processor time, helps

create a more realistic image.”

Smarties
WhatParry is most proud of in Starfighter is the

intelligence of both enemies and allied wingmen.

“It's almostlike they're actually there, especially

with the messages, andit's all properly simulated -
 

pleasure to work on [3DO]although,like

all machines, it gets

a

little finicky when

you'retrying to squeeze everylast bit of

speed from it, Still, I'm now almost cer

tain the way we plot texture maps can’t

be done any quicker than on Starfighter

I've spent so much time onit.”

Although the gameis coded for a

320x256 display, the 3DO system’s built

in sub-pixel anti-aliasing dithers the reso

lution to 640x480. It’s a technique which

works well for “anything that’s 3D, If you

take Need For Speed or Road Rash and

Starfighter, they all have a similar kind of land

scape. The fact that the 3DO can smooth outthe
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nothing's rigged. You can follow one

particular ship with a camera and

almost see it making decisions: it's been
fired on by someone, sois will it go for
themor stay onits current target?”

Your control over wingmenis relative:
ly simple, ranging from ‘attack every:
thing’ to pure defence, but with seven
fighters locked in formation yourfire:

  

power is awesome Even more impres

sive is whenthe fighters break formation
swarmsofallies, enemies and homin

missilesall swirling about in one huge melee .
. at so much happening, simple rules soon

uid up into enthralling complexity, “This is what |
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Docking with your mothership requires nifty
flying. Onthe right, you can see yet more
viewsof this huge vehicle. Selectable camera
angleslet you view virtually any object from
any angle. Panning around frozen action
scenes is almost a gamein its own right.

love,” Parry enthuses, “It's a real painin arse te de

— so manylitle rules to work out, conflicts to

resolve — but whenit's done and you can watch it

go... It’s just so good. | think all the games well

ever dowill be sims.”

Unsurprisingly, Parry hopes his next game will

be for M2. “It looks brilliant, | can’t believe they go

it that powerful in just three chips, When that

comesout, that's it, I'm going straight down to the

shops with my Visa card, I'll be getting one stra!

away.It looks phenomenal, | want one!”

So far only key developers have been supplied
with development kits, but Parry is lobbying

for FedNetto get one. “It would be brilliant ® sit

down and write a game fromscratch for it know"

ing exactly what the machine is capable of

writing a game that metit exactly.

“Oneof the best things about 3D0O Is the

approach they tookoriginally, Whenyou si

 

  

 

 

  



  

         
 

extra gun pods and a Raid

yet

PewEinteimpyy Rat a>

OsCg
Alg

mothership
launching a

fighter. Far right,
skimming over
the waves to

qw?ryyrths

AC eG to

Above,just as you'relining up a green enemy mothership, a enemyfighter

swoopsin from behind with radarlock and missiles aboutto go... Below, four

en-style whip-laser make for awesomefirepower.

al enn oe es   
ig

 

withit, there's all this massive documentation and a

big operating system which really supports you.

They knew they were going to upgrade the system

and, with a few exceptions, the original OSwillstill

be there with M2. The amountof time we've spent

on 3D0 |, all the routines we've developed, could

still work with M2.”
Parry obviously hopes the global standard will

work out for 3DO and, while Krisalis’ contracts

restrict his ability to speak to openly, he is gleeful

that M2 lookslikeit will truly ‘stuff’ certain rival

systems... |] ssw

* Starfighter will be published by Studio 3D0 in

November.

3DO Magazine
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ven trough if wos the spot plattormer

jarnes Pond: Robocod that propelled

Millennium ito the big league, and

gave them their loyalist tanbase on the

A xo. titles such os Global FHect and Diggers

: ved thot hey hor knock of pr Gu 44

beat. highly successful titles with surt nq req

ty. The strategy tor the gome designers wor ple

Ome uf with games they'd like picy

fus POOUS ON creotivity ond strong o wot y €

put them in Qood stead fo tackle the new bree

Consoles With £1.2 millior protit a! ye

Millennium certainly seem well positioned to «

and consolidate on the inevitable s ‘ t the

ambitious new title

PR manoger Keith Smith like

Defcon 5 to that of a movie rather t ‘

tional videogame and the voned Ger tment

the company bear out this claim. The lowe

packed with SGI workstations and Gevelopr

kits, where each version of the title 1sbe

tweaked to take advantageof the respective |

machine. Upstairs, the artists and designe

fs ¢ lewble and visualise, building miniature s

tures to scon in or solve o probiem for rec! ,wi

next door is a newly fitted sound studio, where dia

logue andoriginal music is recorded and mixed

Walk past the film suite, where octors have beer

getting filmed against blue screens for Defcon 5

then up again, past accounts, managers and the

Q&A department and you reach the steepledattic

of Millennium, where a long oval table surrounded

by chairs is barren save for an enormous TV and a

3DO, which is running Defcon 5's fabulous SGI

intro. This is where the newest cut discs are

assessed before being dispatched to the publishers

for their feedback. “We just got the results back

from the external play testers,” grins Keith Sm th

clicking past the teaser and into the game, “Wegot

the highest pe-production score from their players

ever. 95%.” Then he starts explaining the narrative

Defcon 5 from GoldStar

Millennium Interactive or

developers to makeit from the 80’

bought by one of the giant publishers,

offices and continued expansion

they’re a big ‘small’

years development, Defcon 5

them as premiere developers

is

 
The stunning, Alienesqueintro certainly sets the
scene for Defcon 5, created in-house at

Millennium, below, of sleepy Cambridge

dictare so proud of their new produ

The game invites you to p ay 0 cybernetics eng

r
neer for the Tyron Corperation, sent to o deserted

mining station on the small planet MRP &F to

decommission the defence installations. The Tyror

 
of the game, and the thought — Corperation is demondin

ee
}

occurs that maybe Millennium G | ciSt defence budgetcuts in the pre

should be writing sci-fi novels oO cif sent climate of Defcon 5

instead of gomes All The Qualities You're Looking For Defence Condition Peace

 Watching someone else play

Defcon 5, it’s difficult to see what all the fuss is

about. Sure it’s a polished first person perspective

title, with smooth visuals, great sound and faultless

presentation, plus o disturbing amount of seemingly

complex interaction with a computer that seemslike

‘Mother’ from the Alien movie. But get to the joy-

pad yourself, and you begin to see why Millennium

(Defcon 1 = war). However. the
shuttle ferrying the last occupants of the base
explodesjust out of orbit. The calm voice of the

base's VOS(Virtual Operating System} calmly
informs you of approaching intruders, and if you
take the lift up to one of the gunnery emplace-
ments, trom the window overicoking the planet's
barren surface you see a cluster of alien craft
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e one of the last surviving software

s to the 90's without being

but their plush Cambridge

clearly communicate that

s muscle. After two

the title they hope will establish

for the 32-bit generation...

 

developer, with seriou

‘
r only nope oF survwds
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Inne soturoled narrative % fornil-
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The fact that the base is only run

r
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Above, chaos over MRP OF as

the intruders maketheir

presencefelt Right, a

Berserker lumbers through

the base's corridors, Far right

strip, internal and external

action. Bottom centre, the

only friendly face. Bottom
right, you, alone with a lot of

informationto digest...

you've beenset up in some way with traces of

possible sabotage everywhere once you get the

defence softwareinstalled. The origin of the alien

intruders is equally baffling, but, brilliantly, Defcon

5 allows a level of interaction to investigate and

solve (whilst battling) that makesit a quite unique

blend of adventure, action, strategy and simulator.

The real hook, apartfrom beinginvolved in a real

time, sophisticated sci-fi movie, is that you're learn-

ing to control the base rather than just ‘yourself’,

and the hope is that yourlearning curve peaks as

the enemyattack reachesfull force. The program

assesses your performance each time you play,

adjustingtheintensity of attacks in accordance,
making each session unique. More than ever, the

tag‘interactive movie’ seems genuinely applicable.

The heart of the gameis interfacing with the
base’s VOS. After logging on, a whole hostof
options are available. The missile turrets can be

armed and set to automatic, or if you wantto take

Attempting comme link

manualcontrol, lifts ascend to the gun emplace-

ments. Shoot déwn an alien, and you can launch

probes to scavengethecrashsite. It’s also essential

to arm yourself, as alien craft dispatch alien crea-

tures with a mission to tear the base apart. Extra

ammoclips for your pistol and medikits can be

found in appropriate areas of the base. The heady

strategy element of Defcon really kicks in now,

however, as you must send dronesto repel

Berserkers through the VOStactical menu, holding

them off in perimeter areas of the base whilst you

attend to the missile towers and oversee yourstrat-

egy from available VOS points. Get caught by a
rogue Berserker, and you must fire with discretion —

pollute the room’s atmosphere with too much

weapon discharge and the room will automatically

sealitself, identifying the location as a health haz-
ard. Repair droids must then be deployed.

Defcon 5 is, essentially, an arcade action game.

The game's producer, Toby Simpson,certainly sees

Defcon 5 as a true multi-mediatitle with thefirst

person perspective and mostcrucially, real time

aspect(interaction with VOS doesn’t freeze time)

heightening the excitement and sense of involve-

ment. Certainly, the whole team have injected a

wealth ofbrilliant touches that give Defcon 5 a

truly movielike feel. Toby claims a whole 100 year

fime frame has been written around the gare, and

the archive menu available through the VOS has a

vast array of relevant information, political, social

and military, to inform yourtactics.
With its impressive Al, absorbing gameplay and

sublime visuals, Defcon 5 lookslike an exciting
proposition to hole yourself up with over the winter

months, and a winning formulae for Millennium to
developin future, undoubted sequels. (] mew
* Defcon 5 will be published by GoldStar in
November/December.
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sk Bill Budge how Bladeforce runs so

fast and the man behind classics such

as Pinball Construction Set smiles. “|

don’t know why everyone else's sys

tems are slow,” he says, amused. Although avet

eran games designer, on Bladeforce he's purely

focused on the coding. Game design is headed

up by Gred Gorsiski, an ex-ILM director of digital

effects who worked onboth Terminator 2 and

Jurassic Park

!
|

 

Gorsiski’s concept for Bladeforce wasto create

huge, sprawling city zones, packed out with user

unfriendly laserturrets, towers and missile

launchers. The objective on each levelis to

apprehendits master criminal, ranging from a

pyromaniac to a crooked televangelist to arms

dealer Terrence Pitt — Gorsiski’s own alter ego! In

fact, each of the criminals is modelled after one

of the team andonlevel one,

Gorsiski’s portrait is texture-

mapped all overthe place.

If the playeris feeling brave,

and is adept at reading maps, the

objective can be approached

straight away. However, for all

but the best flying, defence drones sTuDIO

will makeit a very brief act of 3D O

bravery.It’s far smarter to follow

a morecircuitous route, taking out ammo dumps,

powerplants and generators to weakenthe

enemy.Butthe longer youtake, the lowerthe

points bonusatthe end.

Bladeforce hasa classic arcade structure, with

masses of power-ups, bonuses and secrettraps,

combined with awesome 32bit visuals, a

save/load option and an excellent rock guitar

soundtrack. 1] ssw

*Bladeforce will be published by Studio 3DO in

November.
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Above, the master criminals run riot. Bottom

left, our hero prepars for combat.
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robe Software are the UK's largest

independent developer andvirtually
the only choice for converting Primal

Rage. Project manager Robert
O'Farrell, universally known as Barg after an

AD&Dcharacter, was responsible for Probe’s mas:
sively acclaimed Mortal KombatII conversions,

besides overseeing testing of the original, chart-
topping Mortal Kombat games. He started work on

Primal Rage a year ago for noless than 17

formats.

“When| first heard | was doing a 3DO version

(Probe’sfirst 3DO gamein fact), | was a bit wor-

ried,” Barg admits. “From its reputation,| thought it

would be a slow machine.In fact, the finished

gamewill run in 2 frames [60 frames per second

equalling twice a TV's 30fps]. I’m really pleased

with it, it's a really good version and | wantit to do

well. | think it’s the best beat-’em-up on 3D0.”

The coin-op version of Primal Rage hasnoless

than 32MB of RAM,allowing characters to have

900 frames of animation in 64 colours. The 3DO’s

3MB means some compromises had to be made,

with 15% smaller, 16 colour sprites, 32 colour

distant backgrounds and 16 colour foreground
graphics.

However, Barg insists careful judgment makes

the differences almost imperceptible. For example, whilst animation is similarly reduced, to 350-400

ey pies a.

ayv/)/jo €
mv < oe

ee

P

Developed by Tim

Rage isa Jurassic P

digitised stop-motio

action. An awesome 5©

but for ’95 it’s the origina

complete with fake ‘cen

To ease conver:

sion work, the game

doesn’t really make

use of 3DO’s custom

hardware for any-

thing but the shad-

ows. However, unlike

Probe,its lead pro-

grammerKeith Birkitt

has worked on the

3DOsystem before.

His Alone In The

Dark conversion was

Ss
:

ey
&
Reg

noteable for nippy

handling of polygon

graphics.

1.7 v 2.3
Whenconversion workfirst began, Primal Rage

version 1.7 was on general release. This is the ver
sion the 16bit games are based on with, incidental
 per character, it's still incredibly smooth, considerably more so

than the Mortal KombatII coin-

op, which had 250. There are
GoldStar
All The Qualities You're Looking For

ly, sprites 20% smaller

than the 3DO

game. The current

coin-opis ver-
 even three gruesomefatality

movesper character, made possible by speedload-

ing them off CD at the end of each bout. Unlike the

coin-op,it will have a 90 second FMV clip on the 
making of the coin-op,plus short Silicon Graphics

intro’s for each charactercreated by the coin-op
developers Blizzard beats his chest and wins more slaves.

«
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sion 2,3 with

more moves andfatalities — which
is what the 3DO version is
based on. Both versions share
secret sub-games where you
can get the dinos to play
human volleyball or even
go humanbowling]!

All of the arcade

game's Al codeis iden
tical, it was simply port
ed over so when you
play the 3D0 version,
you really are playing the
coin-op. Asked to compare
it with the Mortal Kombat
series, which he obviously
knowsinside out, Barg js
enthusiastic: “Primal
Rage has a lotof

a Senieintiieed
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imal RageFromGoldStqy
ene old At

ark inspired com
animation and uv
eel is already deep in development,

| enjoying 2 national ad campaign

sorship’ ©
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ari Games division, Prima;

bination of dinosaurs,

Itra-violent beat-’em-up )

f its blood-splattered visuals,

 
a|

Sauron (a good all rounder) hacks Chaos (fast
andvicious) into a puddle of blood against a
tumbling cityscape. You can turn the gore off.

depth. Ifs not as fast and furious as MK H, ost
there’s a lot more moves. Because the
characters are dinosaurs, you cont jut
jump and kick all the fime. You havet

playit ditterently, | certainly prefer itto
Mortal Kombat | and, even, 111 — wdeich | thio
seems to have lost the feel of a proper

beat-’em-up somehow.”
There are, of course, a lot of compos

but Barg believes Primal Rage's execshion's
Particularly adept. “I’ve pulled off a 22 move

combo on Killer Instinct, but it's simplyjor p
stick waggling, | also think SFifs goto o |
dated now. You play it and people -
their own specialist character and pe
move. | prefer games where you

'o get into a character and all the
moves. | think 3D0%s an undef

machine and our version
Rage proves that.” (1 ssW
* Primal Rage will be|

by GoldStar in Novem

  

     
    
         
   

    

   

  

   

  

   

    

   
  

  

     
  

  

     
  

  
 



 
The illustrated intro, Giisve, sets the
scene well for the dinosaur ruled earth
of the future. In game, animations are
stunning, and wonderfully comple-

mented by some fantastic back-
grounds. The exploding lavalevel,
right, is particularly impressive. Below,

Sauron wins again...
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Prehistoric Ad
Seen the Primal Rage ad on the TV or cinema lately? If
haven't, you should complain since Time Warner I

have spent £1 million on a European ad campaign starr
DJ luwie Simon Bates,satirising his pre-video snippet for

before the clawsstart flying the picture is ‘censored’ and
replaced with film of grannies’ birthday parties or children 48
playing with kittens, However, the soundtrack carries on with
the sound ofripping
flesh and spine-tine
gling screams before
the visuals cutback to
show the bloody alter-
math. It's good fun,

butwill it drive the
bissasone

es
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n thelate Eighties, multicqame hybrids

dominatedthe charts with Ocean's The

Untouchables probably the finest of

them all, Some eight different mini

games recreated key movie scenes in a mammoth

Gary Bracey production It was better thanthe

movie, but thereafter the soaring cost of 16bit

development killed off such megasprojects

Now Gray Matter aimto resurrect the genre

with the epic Phoenix 3. Whilst most development

houses are strugglingjust to produce onesuper

console game engine, project manager Rob

Anderson has a simple explanation for his ambi

tion, “We're insane!” he admits, his laughter blunt

Ing an explanation whichwill echo throughout our

interview. Time after time, Phoenix 3 seems to have

taken the most difficult option available

For videogame veterans, the inspiration for the

project is pretty obvious. Gray Matter’s MD, Chris

Gray, had pioneered the multi-gameformat with

Infiltrator, on C64, andit’s actually a pretty good

templatefor Phoenix 3. The FMV is new, of course,

while the isometric Commandoaction has been

flipped on its side, but otherwise the gamesare

close cousins. In the late 80's, Infiltrator’s combina

tion of advancedflight sim combat and more con

ventional arcadeaction madeit a massive best

seller, but will history repeat itself on 3D02

Rob Anderson clearly believesit will and after

The top quality film footage, featuring good
acting and high-production values mesheswell

with the varied games, below, providing a
truly impressive ‘interactive’ movie.

 

 

A flight sim to blow away Wing CommanderIIl. Wer

scroller more explosive than Gex. Not to mention a full

scale movie shoot. Gray Matter certainly has plenty of

3DO development underway.Thing is, all this work isn’t

for three games but one - Phoenix 3.

joining Gray Matter in 1987, hecertainly has

enough experienceto know. His first project was

another multi gameproject, Amiga/ST Motor

Massacre, on which he programmed Phoenix 3's

original design document was begun in June ‘94

and took a couple of months to complete. When

Studio 3DO greenlighted the project in September,

Gray Matter immediately began work putting

together afilm production

Sound Work
Studio 3DO’s producer, Rich Shane,is full of praise

for Gray Matter’s technical expertise: “Wefilmed

on a sound stage in Toronto with a Hollywood

director, professionallighting and sound people —

afull Hollywoodproduction.” Anderson estimates

some 50 minutes of footage were shot,later cut

downto 35 minutes with an additional seven min-

utes of CGI footage for the spaceships

While Anderson personally dislikes FMV break-

ing up gameplay

and often “distract-

wTaad
hey |

ing” the player, he makes an exception for Phoenix

3. “It really holds the game together. The story was

written from the ground upso that you could inter-

act with it in-game. Nick Gray, our director of visu-

al effects, did a really good job — |thinkit's going

to be quite unique.”

The FMV provides the backbone for Phoenix 3

and being shotfirst, put restrictions on how the

gamecould develop. Oneof the most ambitious

elements wasthe use of the same 3D object models

for both the game and, in higherresolution, the

FMV. “At the beginning of the project, Sean

Sullivan Masters came up with conceptartforall

the ships. Then weran it by the programmers and

they would say ‘this is do-able’ ‘this isn’t do-able’.

So it went back and forth.”

The finalised models were then rendered on SGI

machines using Soft Image and Alias software. Like

most cutting edge developers, Gray Matter has an

R&D department — purely devoted to producing

programmingtools for various platforms — and

theirs can extract Soft Image and Alias images for >

Futures Past
To match the Eighties-style gamestructure, Phoenix 3 boasts a wonder-
fully retro plotline, Yes, thosefiendish aliens are on the warpath again,
planning to invade your homeplanet of Galearth. Unfortunately, the
planetary defences were disassembled centuries ago...

Asthetitle suggests, the mission to raise Galearth’s defences from
the ashes has three elements. Thefirst consists of professionally shot
movie footage which sets out the game's background and links up the
various action sequences as you progress.Pilots, ancient spaceships

and other defences have to be recovered from variouslocations which
you fight your wayto in spectacular 3D,flight sim combat sequences
(element 2). When you arrive at a location, your pilot grabs a gun and —
climbs outof his ship for somefrantic, side-scrolling shoot’em-up

action (element 3), There are five locationsin all, each with hwosub-lev-

which you must thoroughly explore to find alll theitems youneed,
‘i os“3
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els, making for ten levels in all. Each location is setoutasamaze
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> use on 3DO. Asking how difficult that was makes

Anderson laugh. “Oh,it was quite difficult,” he

says with British-style understatement, “it's taken us

a year or more to develop.” At one stage, 3DO

Magazine) themselves were convincedit couldn't be done

=| according to Anderson, and even he became con

cerned about how long it was taking

3D Or Not 3D
When complete, the 3D models were programmed

into GM3, the company’s own 3D system initially

developed for Foes Of Ali. Phoenix 3's radically

different demandsforced substantial modifications

but the basic engine was already there

Comparisons with Wing CommanderIll are

regarded as almostinsulting. “I don’t even believe

those are true 3D ships[in WingIIl]" says

Anderson. “| think they've done exactly whatthey

did on the PC and simply rotated flat poly shapes

It doesn’t take advantage of the machine and looks

16bit. On Phoenix 3 you get a much better sense

 

of movement.”

There are some 25 different objects in the 
ht: Nick Gray (3rd artist, live action),game, including 8-10 spaceships, satellites and The development team (plus a few extras), from left to rig ‘ (

debris. The Carrier ship is aboutfive times the size Alan Penford(tools), Mark Kerr (sound support), Rob Anderson arr PeetotySiete
' 5 : : processing), Mike Robb (tools),Jim Koornneef (programmer), Grant Corless (artist), c

of your ownship and,unlike Flying Nightmares, (artist), Sean Sullivan (3rd artist), Derek Tam (assistant producer), Doug Masters (3rd artist) and

enemiestend to getreal close, real fast — especially Brady Sheppard (programmer). Absent from the photo (due to aha probably are i

the Scouts. If youturn off the HUD, the frame rate Stephen Posthuma (programmer) and Jonathan Freedman (live action),

averages an incredibly smooth 30 fps. actually see them ripple and then disappear.” system

Just as with the 3D, 3DO’s own C-based rou-There’s plenty of strategy too with the various Sadly, camera anglesarerestricted with the

tines were junked in favour of new, speed-opti-enemiesattacking intelligently. “We were studying main focus being the cockpit view. While this works

Wing CommanderIll and their enemies basically eins . . mised code. Using the cel

do a circular move around you, attacking relent- It’s more like three projects: film PTO engine to plot the graphics

lessly. Our enemies have definite, 3D patterns duction, flight sim and side-scroll, all onto 16bit backdrops, the
which you haveto learn.” Enemyships will alsoco- gyterlinked. It’s definitely the largest system still had to go

operate, one ship acting as a decoy while another ° 3 through the operating sys-

two attack from another angle. “I think enemies ULEORTIS EDR ever: taken on and tem but Gray Matter are
behavebelievably aggressive,” says programmer sure, tt’s caused quite a few gray confident of a breakthrough.
Brady Sheppard. “The Talons, for example, have hairs, but we’ve managed to make it Mention of Gex’s occasional

eas atte. slow-down brings somewhatrear-firing torpedoes which are really hard to work.” —

hollow laughter. “Gex onlyavoid. Waspshave a great cloaking effect, you well, the speed of the enemies can make appreciat- had twolevels of parallax and we have four, soHero Derek Freeman (Tig Fong) and Gral (Bill , srs : i 5Davidson)giveit all they’ve gotin thefinalfighting those superbly detailed models rather difficult. you can only imaginethe trouble we've seen!’
scene. Now how’s he gonnagetoutofthat... “And the artists want you to appreciate their art,” Foreground action is no less innovative. The

Anderson says, chuck- main character graphics are taken from a blue
ling, “so there’s an :9, With about 80 people on the project at any one
external tracking view, time, photo shoots like this were an everyday

occurance. Surprsingly for a videogame, musicwhich gives a close-up
and soundeffects come courtesy of V-Wave, a

view on the enemies.” top audio team including ex-Rush producer
Terry Brown andtop ten composerChris Hall.

2DX4. Unusually for a videogame, the CD-steamed
ee rock music is actually pretty good while sound

If the 3D engineis this effects are excellent.

impressive, why addthe

side-scrolling bit?

“Insanity,” repeats

Anderson. “We just

thought we would add

that little bit extra that

would make the game

i
P
o
S
t
a

much more playable.”

But while GM3 provided

a solid foundation for

the 3D, side-scrolling |

demanded a whole new
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Phoenix 3 features plenty of heavy

firepower. Missiles have nuclear war

heads which explodeinto boiling

spheres lethal to anything nearby

including you, if you're not careful

Hydra missiles are even more
impressive, a barrage of eight tracking

missiles which launch simultaneously.

“They look a lot like photon torpedoes
from Star Trek,” says Anderson,

admitting Gray Matter has quite a
few Trekkies!

screen snoot, abstracting the cer tro) choracter from
3

the FMV and Ouf
ting

4
him direct nto ne came4 Birecny tO 2 Game

ine various critters he figt ts ore all rendered on

en
9GI machines & la Donkey Kong Country. But on

first playing the game, the main impactis, os

Anderson puts it, the “sheer carnage” with blasted

aliens spewing body parts all over the screenYP
Considering the ground-up developmentof side-

scrolling action ifs no surprise to find this is lag:

ging behind the 3D. Gray Matter’s own success
over the FMV and 3D hasinevitably raised the

stakes for the third element of this ambitious

hybrid. Anderson is confidentit will live up to the
‘est of the game, the exploration/blasting action
giving the game @ variety of gameplay too long

‘nissing from current videogames
Finishing the game in time for its Christmas

Pr leas
eeee Ld

release is a formidable task which will involve

plenty of over time Looking aheadtoall that work

brings more talk of the ‘insanity’ of this epic pro

ject, but this time Anderson reminisces about why

they were so ambitious. “ When we originally got

3DO, we were thinking

thing!’ So we committed to doingthis and... yeah

190
Z2bit, this can do every

we've had our problems. It’s provento be quite an

undertaking

~

it's morelike three projects: film pro

duction, Hight sim and side-scroll, all interlinked. It's

definitely the largest videogame we've ever taken

on and sure, it's caused quite a few gray hairs, but

we've managed to make it work.”

|)

ssw

Phoenix 3 will be published by Studio 3DO in

October/November.
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With majestic visu-

als like these,

Phoenix 3 should

win a wholelegion

of sci-fi fans. Close
quarter encounters

with enemycraft,
below left and left,

certainly show-off
the wonderful 3D

effect achieved by

Gray Matter. The

high gore factor

(top), and excellent

mechanoids
(bottom) are great

fun and well

detailed.
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SOUND AND VISION

OUBl-122-2070/2778

3DO SOFTWARE
   

Cannon Fodder ... £27.99 OH) har emt ae cee£37.99

CorpseKiller £37.99 2 Quarantine... 282,99

Flying Nightmares. £29.99 Return Fire ....ses £97,09

OR todays 00-604 £37.99 Space Hulk ..... 05 £32.99

RINGROM tev ass vana £37.99 Wing CommanderIll £37.99 
This is just a small selection of our huge rangeof 3D0 Software,

Pleasecall for other titles or our free catalogue.

Be OBE EPOA BE Be

Panasonic FZ10E 3D0 Playerinc, Joypad + Free Game £299.99
3D0 Control Pad £29.99 ESem

SAL)DAY USNCUUua
Name and Address

  
soe TA! NO.eeéni

Payment Method Credit Card Q)..................Cheque O (payable to Mannerings)

Card No .Expiry Date PSSIOMOUUNG itsvisaccrarsvervcssversscereseya

Title atkh Ae fapetouiea eee RAT PREaTs Talavera veo uvectexasThises

Title ........ Sasaeerth ‘ esanietadeavawish raneShears ca satserennatns Ra apassvcxvFavishiviars\i

Title ......0.0. PrAsviseteaeentte Hida AAaes

Add postage £.........

Total Order &£..
Postage £1 50 per Parcel. Hardware £5.00

Please send a Free Catalogue Q

Phone, Post or Fax orders to
Mannering SoundandVision. 21/22, Station Parade, Northholt Road, South Harrow,

Middx, HA2 8HG Tel: 0181-422-2070/2778 Fax: 0181-423-8567

CANNON FODDETEMOW) 97,99 SLAM JAM 95 (NOW) 49.99

FLASH BACK (NOW) 19,99 SPACE HULK CST WEEK (29,99) 39,99

MAD DOG MEREL (NOW) 19.99 WAYOPTHEWARRIOR (NOW) 19.99

PRIMAL RAGE (4 NOY) 44.99 WING COMMANDERIIT(NOW) 39,99

| Goldotan IDO Ine Fila Soccer

| b | Pad only £285

Ale othe)TT wnwntcilg obacte’ liwould Sega
pit wat, Sony Peat otalLou,

McD: Tow, aud Amiga

 

 
 

 

VIDEO GAMECENTRE
DRIVE,

WE STOCK; JDO, PLAYSTATION, SATURN, MEGA 92, NEO GEO (CD), MEGA

MEGA CD, SUPER NES, TURBOGRAFX, P.C, ENGINE, GAMEBOY, JAGUAR,LINX,

3D0, NEW RELEASES
39,99 DEMOLITION,HAN 94.99

SPACE HULK 39.99 CANNON FODDER
WING COMMANDER1144.99 FLYING NIGHTMARE 49.99 REBEL ASSA 99.99

SYNDICATE 39.99 FIFA SOCCER FOOMARRIORusa) { ba

PANZER GENERAL 39.99 THEME PARK 9,99 MEGARA
ZHADNOST AA, NEED FOR SPEED 44.99

~—-

TOTAL ECLIPSE 19.99

BPACE 56 RETURN FIRE 4139 SHARBLADE $9.99
ties $9.99 SH 44.99 BURNING SOLDIER 29.99
HELL i ROAD RA ‘
STREETFIGHTER Il

=

49,99 ALONE IN THE DARK 39.99 JOHNNY RO 29.99

DEADALUS ENC 49.99 OFF WORLD INTERCEPTOR Bs ORaEMACHINE a99

D'S DINER WiCiyD 18 GOLF TOON TIM 4.99
TBA,

STRIKER TBA, NOY,A STORM 399 SHOCKWA\IVE 2 29.99

KILLING TIME TBA, MONSTER MANOR 9,99 DIGITAL DREAMWARE 19.99

CREATURE SHOCK TBA. POWERS KINGDOM a499 WING COMMANDER HG99

DEMO DISK 3 7,99 GEX 99 QUARANTINE 9.99

CALL FOR NEW RELEASES ConA MEENA aa

‘PLEASE PHONE FOR OTHERTITLES - NEW RELEASES EVERY WEEK*

18’ CLASS POST ~ FREE! 888 MIMOOANS ROAD, BOURNEMOUTH BH9 2DR

TEL/FAX- 01202 527314  
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FOR THE BEST OF THE NEW GENERATION,
WE HAVE OUR FINGER ON THE BUTTON

3D0 SYSTEM
Cannon Fodder
MT NTE
AOACUG WN
Flying Nightmares CALL
AT WANN

WN
eIRT!
EYAIH)
aR!
eAMII)
TALS

a
£31.00 £20.00

SONY PLAYSTATION NEW USED
CN) £43.00 £25.00
Wipeout CRAB YAR
Destruction Derby £43.00 £25.00
RO TERR LEI!
Mortal Kombat Ill £43.00 £25.00
Tekken TEAR CARL!
PGA. Tour Golf CALL
aN AK!
ITY) YAK
Playstation Hardware £289.00

A
NMI
Nee)
PG
SE

Ihis is a small selection of our stock
Please call if you do not see the title you want.

\ll prides inolide tnd Clase Nec

i
Hypo Aiyit. Fl j ; . ‘

poy nt, PI@Aase@ Call to chec!} vallability before

ending orders 
 

 

‘ycded Velivery, for Piret Clase ade £1.90
Vor Guaranteed Next Day Delivery add £2.90 Hardware 612.00

Ploase allow S working days for cheques to cleat

1} ! »OT ‘ ) cl Llity

We o ; ta only deal in the best of the New generation therefore we do net
s))

Ol] Saturn, Jaguar, Neo Geo. CD a Mega Drive or SNES. Call for details

of our Part Exchange Scheme for both 300 and Playstatione

}
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ere at 3DO Magazine, you can be sure that

our scores are delivered after hours of

painfuldeliberation, often with experts

from other magazines called in to

help on specialisttitles. However, they are only a

guide, and (despite what Mark thinks) we're not

infallible: other people may have different opin:

ions. You should also rememberthat we're a totally

independent magazine and our opinions in no way

reflect those of The 3DO Company, ("| ssw
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3DO Magazineratings:
 

koe «* Highly Recommended

A stunningtitle, bound to please everyone
xxxe Generally Excellent

A very impressive game that most people will love
*** Very Good

A solid, playable game which is good within its genre
xx Average

May appeal to some, but approach with caution
* Poor

A badly flawedtitle
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review

Publisher: Studio 300 © TBA Developer: Cyclone Studios Save Game:

hilst rival consoleslike the PSX and

Saturn are loudly delivering over

hyped goods,all flashy visuals and

no gameplay, the 3DO is enjoying

the untrammelled playability ofits third-generation

releases. Captain Quazar(along with BattleSport)

are definitive arcade gameselevated to greatness

through sheer playability. The pet project of ex-

3DO employee Helmut Kobler and 3D0 gamehead

Rich Shane(interviewedthis issue), Captain

Quazarsucceeds mostimpressively through the

sheer variety and sophistication of the game engine

itself. Its solid, imaginative controls recalls the gold-

en age of coin-ops when every other game wasn’t

a racer or a beat-’em-up. A time when games

were fresh andfun...

The plot hasfuturistic supercop Quazarhunting

down and bashing three megacrimelords, each of

which hastheir own personalplanet. Each abode

is suitably large, split into multiple levels, with tons

of enemies, puzzles and traps. Aside from Pulzar

for two-player mayhem, Quazar’s most valuable

ally in this mega questis his motherofall guns,

which can pepperbullets from the bottom barrel

and missiles from the top. The powerofthis

weaponis immense, catapulting Quazar back with

it’s monumentalkickback, but control is easy, and

by using the top shift buttons, you can rotate 360

degreesto spray a hail of bullets, or doubleclick to

fire in three directions simultaneously. Although

buildings can belevelled with missiles, Quazar can

also collect grenades, which causereally big explo-
sions, and are handyfor clearing dense areas

around you. Bonus power-ups include speed boots,

lasers, invisibility and regenerating armour.

Quazar immediatelyfulfils the first priority of

an arcadeclassic then with a totally enjoy-

able, highly controllable main character. i

Extensive play rewards with manytricks and ¥

individual play styles to get the most outof
your buddy, and, of course,thebrilliant ani-
mation and characterisation of Quazar and

Pulzar makes for immediate fun. Play is a joy from

the kick off.
The secondingredient of a classic has to be

structure, and here, again, Quazaris pretty damn

faultless. The finished game has beenradically

tweaked so thatit now features end level bosses to
give a substantial rushto finishing areas. These
range from comical(but ferocious) tanks to Walker
robots and even a mini-Asteroids game! These are

just the icing on the cake however, to already bril-

liant levels. Each planet has two to three levels,

sprawling across various locations, so for example,

DO

Captain

  
You know those trashy console ads where the ma

  

3 SRAM slots Price: £39.99 Available: Now

chine blows

up with the sheer power and excitement of the advertised

title? Well, if one gameis everlikely to fulfil this advertising

cliché and blow up yourTV,it’s gonna be Captain Quazar,

which offers quite possibly the fastest, most furious arcade

action available anywhere...

on thefirst, desert

planet run by

Doobah, you must

run around military

installations destroy-

ing rockets loaded

with spice before

they launch, moveto

a more rural area to
liberate slaves, and

then enter the mining

plant to destroy tun-

nelling machines

and capture Doobah

himself. Done? Well

then you've got to

get past the end-

bosstank...

A relatively sim-

ple structure is made
more complex bythe size of the levels (they’re

large), and the useofteleporters (get passwords

from freed hostages andtraitors), mazes,lifts and

secret rooms, all of which make the auto-mapping

function essential. There’s many objects to interact
with, such aslava platformsto ride, whilst indis-

criminate gunfire can cause chain

explosionsthat decimate the

whole playing area. Collecting

extra ammo, weapons,health

(from dead baddies) and keys
(for metal security doors)is

essential and there's squillions

of fabulous comic touchesthat

show Cyclone’s psychotic attention to
detail. On the mining levels, tiny light bulbs provide
poorillumination, and should you accidentally
shootany, they'll explode, plunging you into dark-
ness. In two player mode, you'll find yourself using
Pulzarto fire non-stop just to provide flickeringillu-
mination, although a lamp can be picked up which
casts a brilliantlight over your surroundings.

Enemy death routines provide a lot of the fun of
the game too, and each baddie hastheir own,
elaborate method of entering the spirit world. On
the jungle planet, someroll over and decomposein
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The cavernsin the belly of Jungle World offer
someof the mostferocious action, most dra-
matically in the form of manic Quazarclones.
Mining machines must be destroyed before you
can confrontterrorist crime lord Zang.

three secondsflat, others turn to ashes, explode in
fireballs or scatter body limbs around. And the

saddest are those which ascend skyward with trag-

ic, frightened eyes, as ethereal ghosts. Magical.

Perhaps the mostfrightening foes are the clonesof
Quazarhimself though. Lightening fast and with
infinite supplies of ammo,these deliver punishing
assaults, running around youlike they're taking
someof thespicesthey're helping export, and  makinglife very, very hard. Plus, it can gettough
for the second playerto spot just which Quazar is
his lifelong buddie... be

Quazaris a beautiful looking game, and reach=
Ing new areasis tremendously rewarding, since
characters, gags and missions areall themed. Ox’s
mansion on the third andfinal planetis a marvel
lous workof architecture, with gardens and foun-
tains combined with electrified floors and persis
tent, invisible henchmen. The earlier Lava levels
feature seasoffire that must be traversed with
floating rocks, whilst destroying special rocks that
power a doomsday machine. Andthe sublime

         

  



  

‘ i“ &

Above,clones fly to pieces when blasted.
Below, Pulzar covers Quazar who lobs a

 

grenade on a prison. Yes, the hostagessurvive.
= We Be IPG

  

beauty of the jungle level conceals a deathly loca-

tion plagued by poisonousplants, supercop eating

sharks and plenty more...

For most people Quazarwill present a won-

drous challenge, butlike Gex no doubt some puri-

fan veterans will moanit’s half the size of some

obscure, banal-looking 8bit release. These people

will be in the minority though, suchis the sheer

variety and ingenuity of the various levels. The

ferocity of the arcade action, its pace and splendid

humour are beyond compare. They don’t make

arcade gameslike this any more, even in the

arcades, With no slowdown, superb SGIsprites

and that magical ingredient that makes it unput-

downable,this is quite unmissable. If anyone ever

suggests that the 3DO hasn’t got arcade,feel good

gamesto rival other consoles,just sit them down in
front of Captain Quazar, You'll never hear another

word. Except, where’s the sequel? [1] mew

3DO Magazinerating: *****
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Top left, the fraught lava level.

- Above,a spice manufacturing plant

packed with booty to collect. Left,

rockets have been successfully

| torched before launch by Quazar

and Pulzar. Below, a big problem.

*

pie
i

      

     

   
  

  
Above, a spectacularly large
chinned foe with a gun even
bigger than yours gets too
close for comfort in Ox’s
mansion. Belowleft, a planet
being plundered. Lob a
grenadeandit’s sorted...
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hile Panzer General does not actually

include Auschwitz or Dachau,in a

sense it doesn’t have to. Modern war-

fare is in of itself a war against
humanity. As an excellent strategy simulation,

Panzer General soon makesthis very clear. As you

survey yourfirst battleground,the strategic objec-
tives are clear:cities. Modern military forces are

incredibly mobile and difficult to pin down ~ except
when defending strategic objectives. Cities are

inevitably located on strategic crossroads and offer
abundantresources for resupply in both material

and men.In the game,they also rank second only

to military fortifications for their defensive strength.
Whenthe Russians launched their ‘policing

action’ on Chechnya,Yeltsin assumed rolling some
tanks throughthe streets ofits capital, Grozny,

would settle the conflict in days. Big mistake. In the

ensuing debacle, oneelite brigade — the 131st

Maikop Motorised — wasentirely wiped out and

their corpsesleft to the dogs. Obviously, whatthe

Russians should’ve doneis ‘neutralise’ the objective

first. SSI advise the ideal campaign shouldfirst

bring in fighters to weaken entrenchments,followed

by tactical bombersto take out enemyartillery.

Tanks should then destroy opposing tank units,

allowing thecity to be encircled andartillery safely

broughtin to chew upcity defences. Heavy

bombers, by contrast, do not reduce enemy

strength but the constant bombardment‘suppresses’

their ability to counter-attack your forces.

This is pretty much exactly whatthe

Russians did do andis why parts of
Grozny now looks like a moon-

scape. On the anniversary of

Hiroshima’s obliteration, there’s a /

tendency to trace such outrages
back to May 31, 1915 when

Zeppelin L38 bombed London and

killed two youngsisters. In fact,
strategic bombingis only one piece of
the totality of modern warfare. The con-

fragile and thelightening speed of tank warfare
erased any notion of war being easily separated
from thecivilian population. This is best demon-   
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Save Game: 4 SRAM slots Price: £39.99 Available: Now

On September Ist, 1939, Germany’s war machine began a

world masterclass on modern, industrialised warfare. Its strat-

egy, tightly integrating ground andair forces, came breathtak-

ingly close to achieving world domination. For strategy buffs,

Panzer Generaloffers the tantalising prospect of succeeding

in capturing the world. And even novices will find its slick

interface and intricate problems enthralling.

  
   

    

 

strated in one of

Germany's most
dramatic mili-
tary successes,

fully recreated
within Panzer

General, where-

in fast-moving,
motorised forces “49 re — ie

ripped through _ OYLe ¢a i|

France's

‘impregnable’

MaginotLine.

The blitzkrieg,

orlightening

war, had arrived

andwith it total

warfare.  eemESTeePanzer ‘

General's excellence comes throughinits realistic

modelling ofthis type of combat. Grainy FMVclips

between levels and in-game windowed ani-

mations make for varied screenshots,

but are distractions to the game's

real appeal and soon turned off.

prehensive asthis is instantly

addictive, the manual provides

a thoughtful walkthrough ofthe
first, utterly compelling scenario,

The graphics may be bland, but

<<<" complex problems to work through.

cept ofa just, almost civilised war had always been Artillery moves much faster if stowed ontrucks, but
is then highly vulnerable to enemy attack so
infantry and tanks must secure their route, You can

also upgrade units or buy new ones with the pres-
tige points you earn — over 350 unit types repre-

 

While no strategy game as com-

they portray plenty of mind-tinglingly

     

  

a gets Be aleta sent WWII's breathtaking advancein military tech-
Basically,the"ology, from Polish horse cavalry to Me262ajet-

into a tightly focused strategy,

1939 to 1945. You caneither play them individu-

”efighters. Moreover, you commandthe entire theatre
~ aircraft, motorised units, infantry even, occasion-
ally ships - quite massive forces must be integrated

In all, there are some 35 scenarios running from

 

        

  

 

  

    

  
  
  
  

 

  
  

 

An Me262ajet buzzes the White House. Plan
your campaignswell, and you could be in
America in 1945 - the last obstacle to world
domination for the Third Reich. The ability to
alter history is a powerfulillustration of the
thought which has goneinto this product.

ally, or as a massive campaign wherein a major

victory gives you extra forces to carry into the next,

linked scenario. Although Axis forces provide the
narrative backbone, you can choose to play the
gamefrom the Allied force or, if you've got like-
minded mate, have a two player game with each
player taking control of one side. Moreover, this is

the full, uncompromised PC original. Screen resolu-
tion is lower, dueto it being played on a TV nota. ‘

monitor, but there’s four levels of zoom to compen-

sate and, unlike Theme Park, all the text is easily

legible. Despite the game’s complexity, compres
techniquesallow all the game data to be saved —
with no compromise for 3D0’s limited save space
other than in the numberof save positionsalle
~ just one for the biggest, Berlin scenario.

This is undoubtedly a classic of its kind andthe
fact 3DO’sfirst such game is the best of its type is
great. For non-fans, the depth of gameplay and the
richnessofits detail can be surprisingly involving
you've gotplenty of sparetime,this huge challenge
will happily eatit all up. This is especially true
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Above the Germans finally get to invade Greet
britean in operation Sealion Plus. This upgrade
of the plan cancelled after the Bottle of Britow

het you rampaging up and down the country.

me big scananos with dozens and dozens ol units
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“cod sogked human consequences are queasily
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WhenHeuysstarted going down over Vietnam, the US Army
demanded the world’s first helicopter gunship. The same big
powertrain as a Heuy, but dropped inside a shark-like body
with gun turret and stuby, missile-draped wings. Thirty years
on, the HeuyCobrais still an awesomepiece ofkit...

Her Tetsujin and Wacky Races, you

tend to approach Japanesereleases

rather warily unless an arcade conver-

sion is involved. Scramble Cobra’s
FMY mission intros and a competent clone of the

 
   
 

 

Shock Wave graphic engine don’t, initially, raise
expectationsall that high. Yet the more youplay,
the more interesting the game becomes.

Rewindto the mission intros and you'll find a
propertactical briefing follows the FMV. While
Shock Wave's missions aped a conventional shoot-
‘em-up, wheretheprincipaltask is developing tac-
tics for each new enemy(including end-level boss-
es), Scramble Cobrais morelike a proper sim
Search and destroy missions allow you to plan
your own route through, stopping at a resupply
point along the way. More common, however are
defensive missions.

Onehasyou escorting a military convoy

through enemyterritory. Again and again, you're

torn between chasing down enemyvehicles and

sticking close to the convoy. A further twistis a

decoy convoy — which turns outto contain your

vital supplies for re-arming andrefuelling. What

makes the game so compulsive is that when you

die you alwaysfeel you should try differenttactics,

either for the mission or a new enemytype that's

defeated you.

The graphics also grow on youasnotice the

fine detail. The sky is beautifully drawn, while the
texturing of terrain and vehicles is excellent. Stuck

in a defensive turn, | once had time to think how

like an airbrushed painting the gamelooked.

White shark-nosedfighters and solid, gray homing
missiles seemed quite stunning as they whipped

While joypad playis fine, with four different
options to choose from,the Flightstick Pro
unsurprisingly provides the best experience in
this fun air combat game.
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past. Realistic camoflage furthers the overall sense
ofrealism, while an excellent HUD display usefully
and excitingly picks up each target with zooming,
glowing icons.

While the gameis hardly a propersim, the var-
ious elements gel perfectly to create an entirely
believeable alternate world. Like VR

Stalker, there are

no chaff or

—_ flares to dis-
Phe eROR .

- tract homing

missiles.

Unlike VR

Stalker, you \

have confi- \

  
dence in being

able to manuevre

or destroy them. There's some
great detail in how fuel-exhaust-
ed missiles don’t disappear or
simply blow up, but dip andfall
to ground. The plumesoffire
which shoot out of destroyed
vehicles, preferably in multiple

Seereivcanieaamuitaiietbees
eeeeeesees 
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A pair of Crusaders streak by as you bank
aroundin unrealistic, but highly entertaining
copter vs jets dogfighting.

missile strikes, is highly satisfying whilethefire

streaked smoke which pours over you cockpit after
a hit is disconcertinglyrealistic. Defending a mili-

tary building in Cliff Keepis a perfect set-

piece, with Crusaderjets streaking in

from all directions before loosing

off missiles and then banking

away.It’s fun when you notice

you can actually shoot air-to-

ground missiles out of thesky, if

your reactions are sharp
enough, but then you realise you

have to do thatto survive...

There are twelve missionsin all

and, on easy setting admittedly,it doesn’t

take that long to get through them. Aside from
night and desert missions, there isn’t much graphic
variety either. Nevertheless, whileit lasts this is a

fun and intriguing game which makes your head
work as much as yourtriggerfinger. (1) ssw
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Above, green HUD squares and plumesof fire mark

forces in this unsuccessful ambush of an allied con steadv
an enemy gunship in @ polar zone, if youfail to oar Below,

| early it’ll get on yourtail, ot out  
: Above, an enemycruiser takes a

direct hit but your copter is about
to go down with smoke blowing

over the cockpit. On theleft, a real
hot zone with enemyfightersall
over the place as an aircraft carrier
is partially obscured by the smoke

«we. from your homing missile.

Right, a gunship goes downin flames while
below a Vought Crusader attacks head-on!Later
on, there are Northrop F-5 and Mirage fighters.
Below, night-time action is a demandingtest of
your reflexes. Listen to the general, bottom, as
his briefings contain vital tactical information.
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Publisher: Panasonic © 01344 853416 Developer: Warp Save Game: N/A Price: £39.99 Available: Now

hile the manual pokesfun at stereo-

typical, Western attitudes to Japan

with the programmers claiming

geisha, samurai andso forth as par-

ents, Warp’s own attitude to the Westis itself rather
off-beam.The English title serves as an amusing
enoughtribute to 3D0O’s founder, but the new,

‘Westernised’ graphics are a disaster. On one
screen,time is marked by the grotesque pulsing of
an humanoid’s head. On anotherscreen, losing
brings up a skull which promptlyejectsits eyeballs
on bloodystalks. Hence the absurdity of a 12-rat-
ing in the USfor a Tetris-variant. The best you can
say aboutthe new graphics is that they're mostly

marginal to gameplay and you soonlearn to
ignore them.

Also best ignored is the scenario which attempts

the always foolhardy task of grafting somekind of

plot on to a Tetris clone. ‘Funky creatures havetrav-

elled back in time from another galaxy. They may

seem cute, but look out - the Deow’Nz are danger-

ous!’ They're also the principal innovation in this

riff on the classic Russian game.
Whenever youclumptogetherfourlike-coloured

tiles in a square, they don’t disappear buttrans-

form into Deow’Nz. These monstertiles vary in

type according to the colourofthe tiles and can

only be destroyed when you cause an identically-

colouredline to disappear. As the Deow’Nz disap-

pear, an actionis triggered. The common green

The Professor, below, is the toughest opponent,
but even he can beaten without much practice.

 

After creating 3DO’s mostchilling adventure with D, Tokyo’s

Warp studios have now produced the system’s first Tetris clone.

Unsurprisingly, it’s one of the most imaginative and playable

variants ever, despite some unpleasent graphics...

tiles, for example, create a

Citr’n which, when destroyed,

causes a layer of mismatched

tiles to fall down on you — not

good. Graytiles, by contrast,

create a Hawk’n whichin sin-

gle-player mode wipe out an

additional 12 tiles when

destroyed. Better yet, in two-

player mode the Hawk’n caus-

es an annoying Citr’n to

appear on your opponent's
screen!

Two-playerTetris was,if

anything, even more addictive

than one-player with your
destroyed lines appearing on your opponent's

screen. Irip’D doesn’t have thatrelentless simplicity

The SpecialTile system is more rarely activated,

howeverthe tactical possibilities are obviously far

richer. And, more importantly, the squeals caused

when Mart’n suddenly makestwo layers oftilesfall

on your opponentis tremendous. Gamedesigners

the world overwill be dismayedto learn that while

we've been gobsmacked by FIFA’s TV-like graphics,

enraptured bythe gore of

Samurai Shodown, there’s

never been a game which hasgot
us quite so addicted as two-player
Trip’D. The one-more-go syndromeis

immense.This time, you'll get your

revenge and show that smug so-and-so
who’s boss.

If two-player mode is arguably one of

the best in a Tetris variant, conventional one-

player mode ranks among the worst. While Tetris’

speed builds constantly, wheneverTrip’D getsfast

youinvariablyfinish a level - resetting the speed and

losing a layerof tiles in the process.| played to level

22 before giving up in boredom,only to discover

there’s no high score method nor, for that matter, a

skill setting or quit option other than the off switch.

Fortunately, there is an option to play the two-

player mode against the computer, with eight

‘opponents’ ranging from the Activist (dumbest) to

the Professor(smartest). The latter provides a par-

ticularly impressive lesson in the use of Deow’Nz,

never using one whena dettly timed two or even

——~ BDO Magazine 86 Oct/Nov 1995 ———     

   

   

 

  
Although in-game music is banal, an entertain-
ing Trip’Dance option allows you to create your
own music with each button triggering a sound
effect co-ordinated with rave-type images.
Truly compelling...

three can put youin real trouble! He provides a

reasonable,if not awesomelevel of challenge.

Unfortunately, although all the characters have pic-

turesin the stylish selection window, they don’t

actually appeareither in-gameoratthe end. This

“7 decreasesthe satisfaction of
winning, especially if after a

long match you’ re unsureif you
really did select the hardest char-

acter. There’s no way oftelling,

especially as victory doesn’t move you

on to the next character nor even a high

score — merely offering you a rematch

against your current opponent.

Overall, Trip‘d is an odd mix ofthe excel-

lent and the sloppy. The basic innovation of the
Deow’Nz is great and givesthe basic Tetris engine

a far more competitive, tactical edge. Unfortunat-

ely, the structure for solo play is sloppy and the

colourful graphics marred by unnecessarily grue-

some images. The lack of varied backdropsis lazy,
while in-game sonics consist of good soundeffects

and a banal synthbop tune. At a budget price

these shortcomings would be bearable, especially
with that excellent two-player mode.At full price,

however,its appeal is more questionable. [1 ssw
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"> or companies renownedfortheir stun- From Captain Blood to Revenge, the people behind Cry? has

© ning visuals, CD-ROM technology was carved an enviable reputation for their innovation and visual

ie7s Going taibe Mtealstble.G50M6 artistry. In 1994, their dino-themed adventure enjoyed
"=" of storage space meansthe quality of , . iti

art previouslylimited to briefintros and title screens ©*XPANSIVE, screenshot-heavy previews as part Finea
could be extended throughout entire games.Just new wave of CD-ROM only products. A year on, does the

like their British equivalent, Psygnosis, Cryofirst set reality match up to the hype?

about cloning Laserdisc coin-opslike Firefox, but

 

     

 

 
unsurprisingly, neither Microcosm nor MegaRace elderly Eloi then

were great successes — other than visually. However reappears from

Cryo also set about using CD technology for time to time, com-

adventures... menting on vari-

Lost Eden on the PC wasthefirst fruit of that ous gaming mile-

project, with Dragon Lore and Revengeto follow. stones, an appro-

Early screenshots caused just as much of a sensa- priate framing of

tion as its arcade-oriented predecessors. With an adventure

Jurassic Park fever only just abating, yet more com- whichis, ultimate-

puter generated dinos seemed the very acme of ly, as pre-ordained

cutting edge gaming. And, once again, Cryo made as anyancientfolk

sure to incorporate a novelstoryline. tale.

Originallytitled Saurus, the name changed to The game's

reflect the concept of analternate, ‘lost eden’ visuals are split

where man and dinosaurco-exist. During your between basically

i

|

great grandfather's time they actually co-operated static, minimally |

— your forebear was known asthe Architect for the animated talking

enormouscitadels he constructed using human and heads andpre- a

)

:

 

 dinosaur labour. Sadly, his own son cameto be rendered 3D Studio sequences. Typically, you'll As you progress through the game, you not
: ; eee . . , only collect objects but helpful characters too.

knownas the Enslaverfor his less constructive, arrive in a new location and begin exploring. You can ask thelr advise by cedeasq caaann

more power-hungry ambitions. His drive for Onscreenicons let you move betweenlocations, while clicking on Prince Adam himself brings

supremacy sawall but one ofthe citadels offen represented by static landscapes. If you hap- UP the gamesave options.

destroyed... pen upon somedinosaurs or a humantribe, an real-life Mark Hamill in Wing CommanderIll.

Prince Adam is the Architect's great grandson, animation sequencewill be triggered. Then you get Probably the most painful comparisonis

but his knowledgeis presumedlost and yourfather to ‘talk’ — which largely consists of being updated Panasonic’s Daedaleus Encounter, which

is adamant you must remain safe inside Mo, the on the plot, getting advice and, crucially, superbly mixes vividly drawn CGIsets

last citadel, The story starts with Eloi, a pterodactyl trading or using various objects discov- : with reallife actors.

adviser, recounting Adam's coming of age as the ered during your explorations. At . Lost Eden sill looks alinaeanen

beginning of a great adventurepitting Adam this level, Lost Eden is atits most of course, and the samme |

againstthe evil Tyran, led by Moorkus Rex. The vulnerable. The adventuringis fair- offen excellent wilhtcnannaan 7

ly basic, with an awtullot of back- sounding akin to Enigma's

recenthit. The control interface

is well thought-out with option-

al captions meaning you can f

bypasslistening to long setpieces,

quickly moving on to the next scene:

Don’t worry, he’s on your side! ;

tracking to previous locations to

   

   

try out some new object in combi-

    
4\.nation with an old location or char-

\» acter. While someof the puzzles are \_

quite neat, and there's a fair few plot

twists, overall gameplay lacks the sophistica- The learning curve is nicely judged,unlike
tion to obscure whatis a pretty slow-paced Kingdoms, and mostly avoids sudden-death sy
experience. drome.Best of all, Virgin have taken advantage of

More surprisingly, graphics which caused 3D0’s low royalty structure to offer this — like
jawsto drop only last year now seem rather Cannon Fodder~ at a very reasonable £34.99. i

dated. While manyofthe pre-rendered animations _youfancy a stylish, imaginatively presented litle
are excellent and the FMV encodingis fine, they adventurethis certainly fits the bill and might suit
lack the vividness of more recent work such as youngerplayers particularly well. 1) ssw b
Phoenix 3 or D, Thestatic talking heads have fared M . + i wee

even worse, looking painfully dated compared to a S29 Mogarineae 
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Their leader iuas the dreaded Moorkus Rex!

Unsurprisingly, T-Rex dinos serve as
the game’s villains led by Morkus
Rex (right). Skilful diplomacy (left)

} perere hees Pr) Fhe Seer of Kote. can bring the varioustribes together
‘Kommeals Chief of the kobu tribe with friendly dinosaurs so that new

r = = ae
citadels can be built (below,right).

a

Cceesee ge
. 4 rt |1 enesv Cd
in the depths of Citadel Mo, an iguandon
blows on a horn (above right), surrounded on
all sides by giantfriezes relating how the
great Architect built the Citadels. Below, a
keeper of many secrets but his mind has been
destroyed by the memory ofhis foulcrimes...

This tribe leader, above, may be miser-

Telaaaigs al able dueto the task ahead, or perhaps

PTer 4 Mv ‘en’ fl i it’s becauseall tribes are single sex to
J tag save work for the graphic artists! 
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’ nd lurid it is. The fighters you battle

4 with aren't digitised sprites nor blocky

i Virtua Fighter clones, but free-floating

balls. The stripping downof surface

details - replacing hundreds or thousands of poly

gons with a few brightly coloured balls - gave the

Mega Drive its only 3D beat-’em-up. On 3DO,the

same techniques mean characters moveatlighten-

ing speed, morphing, bouncing, scaling impressive-

ly as they walk toward you or scuttle back into the

screen, This buoyant sense of freedom makesBallz

immediate fun, but that's only partofits appeal

Whereas Virtua Fighter 2 and Foes Of Ali use

high quality texture maps to make characters look
believable, Ballz humanisesits fighters with wild

and bizarre animation. lot of effort has been

spent imbuingthese ‘odd-balls’ with personality,

‘metaphysical manifestations of human neuroses’ is

what the manuals says. But after a few minutes

play you know whatthey mean - they may not be

humanbut they've got plenty of human character.

KGB agentDivine, for example, enjoys ballet

dancing as a hobby. She execute perfect pirouettes

whenthe action palls, sailing across the arena with

her nosein the air. But get too close and she'll grab

your head and knee youin the groin. Her speciali-

ty, the bump ‘n grind, may sound fun butthis close
quarter roughing up drains energyjust as fast. And

if you really get on her wrong side, she'll fling you

over her knee and spank you! Even her tauntis

hilarious, as she spins her rump around and wag-

gles it provocatively, laughteris inevitable.

Boomeris another immediate hit, a deranged

clown who juggles with his own body parts and

tumblesto the floor laughing whenleft alone. His

favourite special moves are throwing his own head

at you andself destructing in close proximity ~

stunning you with his explodinglimbs. The enor-

mousvariety of moves andjokes is madefeasible

by the construction ofthe characters, their relative

simplicity allowing for truly extraordinary interac-

tion that would be impossible with traditional

sprites. Moreover, unlike Virtua Fighter the charac-

ters aren't confined to a 2D planeof action.

Characters can rotate around each other, attacking

from any angle as they stretch, spin and morph...

Alongside this originality, PF. Magic have

retained many conventional beat-‘em-up trappings.

Taunts and mercy pleadings are borrowed from

Mortal Kombat - begging allowing you to build up

energy when fatigued, while taunting increases

attack damage. Each character has suitably amus-

ing variations, from pathetic crawling and whining

to explicit threats and challenges. These arefurther 

Publisher: BMG © 01753 549442 Developer: PF. Magic Save Game: No Price: £39.99 Available: Now

Ballz enjoyed considerable successin its 8-bit incarnation, its

The

Director’s

Cut  

O
O
O

schoolboy humour, hilarious collection of special moves and

genuinely bizarre visual hook winning a cult following. Whilst

3DO ownersproud of their arcade perfect SSFIl may be wary

of a novelty beat-’em-up, Ballz has plenty to offer, with some

good gameplay elements hidden beneathits lurid appearance.

emphasised by graphic

blipverts on the video boards

surrounding the arena ~

raised third fingers, gory

impalings and so forth addto

the comic atmosphere

Another beat-‘em-upsta

ple, the boss character, is

similarly rejuvenated with P.F

Magic humour. Play in one-

player mode and you can

duke it out with a boxing

kangaroo, a gigantic scorpi-

on and even a gargantuan

tyrannosaurus rex which picks

you up in its mouth andtoss-

es your fighter aboutlike a

toy. Muchlike Way of The

Warrior, Ballz has designed manyof the boss

characters to be manytimeslarger than yourself —

for T-Wrecks (groan!), it actually shrinks your fight-

er to make the scale even more impressive — but

the simplistic nature of the characters meansthat

this manipulation worksfine.

The bosses’ ability to morphinto different crea-

tures meansthata lot of effort is required to dis-

covertheir respective weaknesse. A free play

option lets you practice against all the baddies and

bosses — a wonderfulcollection of characters.

Watching the screen rotate around yourvictorious

blob, juggling the scattered balls of your opponent

and making rude noises is mostsatisfying,

It’s the genre favourite however, those beloved

special moves, that P.F. Magic have paid most

attention to. There's an enormousarray of innova-

tive, rude, funny and violent moves available.

Combining button presses, you can pull off blocks,

self explosions and cyclone attacks, as well as the

large variety of special moves unique to each char-

acter, from spitting balls of phlegm (Yoko the

Monkey) to squishing your opponentinto a ball

and clubbing him outof the arena (Kronk’s excep-

tionally enjoyable speciality). Whilst many are

detailed in the manual, there's plenty of surprise

ones to find.It’s the wide variety of obscene and

funny stunts, such as the preposterously amusing

 

stun fart, that makes Ballz such exceptionally good

fun
Overthe longer term the game's appealisless

certain. While the 3D is greatfun,it lackstheclini-
cal, pixel perfect interaction offered by SSFIl.

Although the 3D arena provides somevariety, it

isn’t entirely successfully. The lack offloor detail

damagesthe sense of perspective, and you can

find yourself chasing each otherin circles or getting

locked in ‘corners’.

This is a great novelty title offering plenty of

laughsthen, but it can’t rival SSFII’s finely tuned

gameplay.It’s also disappointing that P.F. Magic
haven'tutilised the 3DO’s superior capabilities to

truly justify the jocular Director’s Cutlabel. The

video boards are a touch morerisqué, and the
graphics and sonics more polished, but there isn't

muchto distinguish this from its 8-bit parent. For ‘

such a great party game,a three or fourplayer

option would have been excellent, or even, per f
haps,the ability to create your own characters ;

:

 

from the simple building blocks. But players in
touch with their childish origins (such as Chris

Evansfans) will enjoy Ballz for a while,and
gamersin particular should relishichurlish
humour. [] mew
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Yoko sends Tsumini reeling. Below,
twin Kronks devlop anintimate
style of GBH, whilst below again,

Boomerthe clown celbrates

another victorious round...
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Left, Crusher tounts the befuddled

Kronk with a charge. Above, Crusher

and Divine get some close quarter
combat. Neither want to break it up. 
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nyone who's seen The Legend Of Zelda
cartoon series on TV will immediately
feel at home with this title. Kingdom's

visualstyle is very familiar, with ye
olde villages and mist swathed swamps populated

  
by wizards, sorcerers and serfs, making the lands

of Kingdom an immediately familiar environment.
The storyline, with shades of Tolkien and Star

Wars, is also instantly recognisable.

You take the part of Lathan, a Zeldaesque

apprentice of magic and adventure, who, with the

guidance of a wizened magician, mustvisit the five

domains of the Kingdom world in search offive

relics. When combined, these should provide the

powerto defeat the evil Wizard Torlock, who's
over-run the once peaceful utopia of your child-

hood. The Lord Of The Rings inspired intro cartoon
footage is some ofthe best in the game, with black
clad horseman(tastefully) butchering the locals - a

degree of violent excitementsadly lacking from the

gameproper. The basic formatis very similar to the Don Bluth
interactive cartoons, with short sections of FMV

action linking together the points where you getto

interact with the title. Here, however, there are

fewer ‘arcade’ scenes requiring quick reflexes.

Instead, each location spools a short

amountof dialogue or action and then
freezes, so you caneither replay the

vignette, or use a cursor to point

to prospective locations or

objects you might pick up. At the |

side of the action window, a !

pouchis shown, andselecting a \

weaponorspell from here and \

activating it ~ in the correctlocation

~ results in the action rolling into

another sequence.

The paceis very different to a Bluth title then,

with a much more lethargic, wandering feel. The

elderly magician basically acts as an option guide,

fulfilling a similarrole to the wizened cowboyin

 
  

While DeathKeep and Space Hulk have given arcade visuals to

RPG gameplay, permanently smudging the edges of different

genres, Kingdomsoffers a very different hybrid. A combination

of languid, junior level adventuring and ‘80s Laserdisc coin-op

technology seemsa distinctly retrograde step for the 3DO...

 

   
  

Mad Dog McCree,

telling you where

you can go butalso

preparing potions

essentialforlater

sections of the Eo

game. Nevertheless, age its

just like Dragon’s

Lairit’s difficult to

progress until you |

see the new set of

footage and learn
how to reactvia

trial and error.

Kingdomsis actual-

ly worse with many

locations resulting  spreenacrecererenemstraseamearammamssesin instant death

unless you go there equipped with the necessary

potions.

This sudden death device seemsto

be a crude effort to disguise the

small scale of the adventure

though, since not onlyis
Kingdom pretty short on loca-

tions, its puzzles are ridiculously

easy — oneforjunior adventur-

ers only.

However, this random death ele-

ment rather sabotageseventhis,

minority audience, as youngsters are as

likely as adults to blanche at outright unfairness.

Such unreasonable depletion of lives would be

unacceptable in an arcade game, so why should

an RPG adventure allow them?

Overall, Kingdomsis seriously flawed. The abili-

ty to travel to any location at will is a good enough

idea, theoretically avoiding the linear progress of

titles such as Space Ace and Dragon’s Lair, but
because the adventureitself relies on specific puz-
zles being solved in a linear order, the premise of
free movement is dashed. The sudden death syn-
drome seems a brutal way of forcing you down the

correct game path, Sure, you can makes notes of
which places are ‘no-win’ zones,butinevitably,
they must bevisited occasionally to check whether
you're allowed there yet or not. Solving the simplis-
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Manyof the characters have such exaggerated
vocal mannerisms, that you have to re-play
their section of footage to catch what wassaid.

tic puzzles (wave a spell of sight over a blind man

to gain further spells) does produce some pleasure, :

particularly when an extravagant animation is the

reward, but the stop/start nature of play is much

more noticeable than arcadestyle interactive car-

toons, whereatleast the action neverlets up. The ;

fact that each location usually has just one ‘scene’

or path cripples any sense of real exploration -

basically you're just visiting lots of tiny adventures. :

The flawed structure is matched by some major

FMV coding disasters. The animation quality is, in

itself, pretty good, lacking the dynamism of Don

Bluth titles, butstill featuring somenice art with

impressive switches of scale and depth.

Unfortunately, poor encoding meansfast action

scenes get horribly broken up.If this was live
action footage, the poor coding might not be so
noticeable, but with subtly coloured, cartoon ant
mation, break-up is horribly obvious.Sinceit's prer
ty much a children’stitle, this lazy attitude is even
more shameful, and with so many problems in the
game engineitself, poorly programmed visuals.
really are the finalinsult and should guarantee
swift demise forthis title in retail, [) mew an
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Above, death lurks everywhere
in this game, as dictated by evil
Wizard Torlock, below.     

  

Gifts beget gifts in Kingdom. Almost sreryorne fll oreride pau

with wal + < ; “
with valuable spells or obiects to further your rsquest on raturrt &
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gts you've recemved elsewhere. This exposes the gome’s inear
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The various choracters im Kingdom are weil realised and #5

easy to spot who's going to end + hand ts your ques? and

whic isn’t. As the shot below shows, towever, he omcdl aa

window dumimishes the oversil impact. and mokes the s00r

coding even more surprising and ess forgone. The nas

left, suggests a vast area ts explore, Sut s sadhy misiending,
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Publisher: Panasonic 7)

oday, of course, you can make a game
look like @ Hollywood blockbuster and
sell trillions for g Price ~ so don’t take
any risks over original gameplay

Sequels, conversions andlicenses dominate. Most
are greatfun to play, but a certain edge seems
lost...

All of which isn’t to say Icebreakeris a mid-
Eighties throwback which looks awful, but plays
great. Icebreaker actually looks pretty smart. But
rather than spend months working up some 3D,
texture-mapped blast-’em-up which takes a great
screenshot, Magnet have done something very dif-
ferent. They’ve chosen to concentrate on taking a
novel, simple game idea and stretching it about as
far as you could imagine, in terms of visuals, audio
and, most ofall, gameplay

The plotis simple: ‘Pyramids are bad. They are
evil and nasty.’ To clear a level you must destroy
every single one of them. Your craft, suspiciously
like a pyramid onits side, has no power-ups or
shields or homing missiles. It has a laser and that’s
it. Pyramids, by contrast, are a much more varied

and interesting bunch. There are six types including
Purples (which leave a pit behind when shot),

Zombies (slow-moving marsh lovers) and Rainbows
(which don’t decide which pyramid they are until

hit). All of these are, reassuringly, quite immobile.

Seekers, unfortunately, aren't.

Seekers range from ‘dumb as donuts’ yellow
which happily march into pits and are easily

  

4 wi07fEi ef

01344 853146 Develope
r MagnetInteractive Studios Save Game:| SRAM slots Price: £39.99 Available: Now
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Gamers today? Pah, bunch of namby-pamby wimps.|
remember the days when games werea real challenge. One
mistake and you were dead. Noneofthis five or ten levels
business either, but 150 levels ranging from the tough to
the fiendishly insane. Those were the days...

jammed behind obstacles

~— to Limeys which avoid

both. Then there’s

Chameleons which act

like harmless Greensuntil

you getclose, thenleap
out at you. There are

eight Seeker types, the

toughest being the

Meanies - which are slow

but smart, and split in

two when shot!

Seekers are useful for

marching through other-

wise indestructible Green

pyramids but, principally,
theyre a menace. And

just as in Burgertime,
killing the nasties only
sends thern back to their

start positions. Seekers are what makes a rather

esoteric, laborious puzzle gameinto a shoot-’em

up which canrival Defenderfor intensity

Unlike Defender, this was developed for a 3D0

and the graphics let you knowit with some amaz-

ing attention to detail. Seekers do notslide toward

you, they fip-toe. The animation imbues

themwith real character and humour

All of the various pyramids have

their own death sequences, beau-

fifully detailed, and the sound

effects are even better. The

screams of slowly falling Seekers \

lured into a pit is just one of the

most obvious gags which make

Icebreakers a surprisingly funny

experience,

There are also no less than 18 background

tracks, ranging from the Soul2Soul-like ‘Seventies’

to the oddball ‘Quack’. Most aren't that long and

§G\ animations (above right) not only makefor

a nifty opening, but run through the game

serving as introductions for new hazards,Ice

levels, top left, causes plenty of errors, the rear

of your craft spinning out andsliding you into
| reds, Frustrating! Left, panic stricken

t between slime and a hard place,

wane aunt enemies queuing to send your

pt ic spirit skyward.

avi disesian Lie Owner 1006.-———-
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OnInsanelevel, the action is nightmarish, with
splitting Meanies and dumb butpersistent
Yellows overpowering through sheer numbers.
The slime at the perimeter offers instant death.
The simple graphics are beautifully animated.

share a similar, jazzy synth feel but they fit in well
with the designer look and further the cool, slick

atmosphere. The relaxing tunes come in

handy when you've just died again.
While most modern games ease

youinto the action with powerful
shields, Icebreaker doesn't. If  youlightly brush against a Red,
gently touch the side of a pit or

let any Seeker touch you, the

result is the same: game over. You
can play any of the 150 levels in

whatever order youlike, but each and

y~
re
.

every level only gives you asinglelife to

complete it. This can take some getting used to,

Some people will hate that, while the subtle graph-

ics and less than smooth scroll will give them more

ammunition for hating it, Others, however, will love

the incredible attention to detail, the breathtaking

variety and sheer challenge. In short, only real

gamers need apply... || ssw

3DO Magazine rating: ***e*
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al the crucial taceall, a quick Hurry of shots will a

eliminate he wae ininy advantage of ihe bigger

cand 4 ised oul al rouble @lat easier, frantically

wauring the arena lar pawerups te redliass the

halanes 7
Horlajie the most dilficull aspect to mas

wearing Heal I you're decd still, with the ¢
alien, success is guaranteed, hut singe
ailarnijils are lrengied, high spedattacks
whiltt heing fired upan ar barged, it's
livin the physics al the game, The direction |
hall sliaats in te eletermingd Ivy thespect
al your ship. Il yau attack thegealwitha wie
fevnt wnmndeivele, the hell will yewr
irajaclary ae your eral, wrap
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ae at the peak of

q leap, hoping to F 4
;

avoid laser fire and a
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jeapfrog the defend- } esa gg
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er. can he catch up

ay ad

on that two goal

jead? Below, a par-

ticularly gorgeous

enemy craft.It’s

painful to blast them.

 

 

   

  
  

  

  

  

  

   

  

   

  

  

Above right. The sublime elegance of the bat-
tling craft. Right, time to admire the not too
subliminal advertising whilst collecting the ball.
Far right, rippling the enemywithfire, chunks
of his craft fly into the air. Below that, a night
time match, and the ball is shooting for the

goal with no one available to defend. Below

right, a pre-match summaryof conditions and

objectives. Invisibility is the most enjoyable

common power-upfocollect, letting you get

right in close (bottom right).

 

goal and back into play. Approach at an angle but

accidentally applying aftertouch to your shot (by

pressing on the directional pad) and again, the

ball will rocket wide of the mark. Whilstinitially, i

i can make for long, or low scoring matches * > OF . a mea det

bouts can be time or goal based in length), it’s the - eS

slayer who learns the sensitive physics of ball con-

irol in BattleSport thatwill emerge as thevictor.

The one player tournament mode offers a mas

sive challenge, with ten opponents (plus a few

ecret ones), 50 odd arenas(plus plenty of secret

ones) and saved playerstats for building arsenals.

he different attack styles of the computer oppo”

ents is incredible, they each have their own per-

onality and tactical approach with the later ae

eing unbelievably ferocious. But it’s the two-player sential two

et thatoffers a most fun, obviously, with a atntion and rewords eae fans just so

‘evel ofintimate violence and interaction unparal- player anpany : rapoesola tet" i

leled, The newly enhanced graphics feature poster much up fo aehatte always a loser, no one’s

Placards, day, night and fog levels, explosive SFX mg ee laying whenthey've |vst beenblast:

ond audio tracks and a suitably futuristic front end. reeat 5-1, Get this game and get

ithelote going fo print, we discovered that ae fs 4 eam of the M2 sequel... || mew

Cyclonearestill adding touches to the game, refin- real, then or nat deieiries

ing the cockpit display because, even as shipping 3D0 Magazinerating: #****

pit display ji

day looms, Cyclone Studios are still refining this entree

   oduct to ensure perfection

eagerly awaited pr
tis a game that demands

in short, BatleSpor
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Publisher: American Laser Games © TBA

atch someoneelse play Mazer and

you can see whatthe developers

dreamtof. Rather than cute cartoony

sprites, digitised actors and CGl-ren-

dered enemies. Rather than a fixed perspective, a

shifting view which zoomsin or out to keeptrack of

two-playeraction. Rather than a slideshow of car-

toony graphics, an epic FMVintro...

Once the intro fades, you're given a choice of

four characters for a one or two-player game. The

gameitself is split into eight main locations, dou-

bled to sixteen via limited reworking. There's also a
bonus game where players can earn power-ups by

running about a somewhat maze-like level for a

few seconds. Getto the exit before time runs out

and the power-ups are kept. Fail, and they’relost.

The final level is a confrontation with the maker of

the cyborgs.

Whilst early end-level bosses are pretty dire,
persevere and some moreinteresting foes
appear,like this T2/Alien hybrid, below.

Whatever the opponent, however, sludgy con-
trols and tiny arenas diminish the fun
drastically. You just can’t takeit seriously...
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Developer: ALG Save Game: No Price:

agzer
£TBA Available: TBA

a
e
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In-game there are

a host of special

effects, a turbo-run

feature is particularly

neat with the charac-

ter leaving behind

fading, semi-transpar-

ent duplicates of him-

self as he runs.

There’s also fairly

decentrock guitar

soundtrack under the

crunching sound

effects.

The problem with

Mazeris, simply,

gameplay. One ofthe

huge sprawling mazes which players can enjoy

main attractions of

Gauntlet gamesis the

exploring. Mazer’stitle suggests the developers

once knew this, but as the main levels in Mazer

consist of a single room with a few,destructible

walls it seems funds ran out before they could

implementit. Inside Mazer’s claustrophobically small
levels, combatis fast and frantic — but not fun.

The complexity of the characters, their sheer size
and, of course, the radical scaling of the perspec-

tive makesfiguring out

whaton earth’s hap-
pening incredibly con-

fusing. After a while

you gain a semi-

instinctive grasp of

how to play, butit’s

never remotely enjoy-

able, In a gamelike

SmashTV,the sprites

may betiny but you

can clearly and pre-

cisely see how you

managedto avoid

that bullet by the

barest pixel. In

Mazer, the graphics

are too confusing for

that sort of pleasure.

The Volcanolevel
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Claustrophobia is guaranteed in Mazer, which,
in moments of doubt over concept, appears to
have aspired o the maxim oftotal overkill -
massesof baddies, explosions, ‘action’ and no

time to think about the cod gameplay.
Attractive SGI sequences(left) don’t help much.

is some kind of monumentto this folly of artled

gamedesign. At a distanceit looks great. Focusin

during gameplay and the brash graphies merge

together into a Rorschach inkblottest. If you con-

centrate, you can win through — but it’s an ordeal

rather than a pleasure.

Timeafter time, people who'd been stopped in

their tracks by Mazer's visuals would wander away

in utter disappointmentafter playingit. “! hope you

giveit a really stinging review,” was one ofthe

more printable comments, [] ssw
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- Machine
 from Vivid Interactive

———___.FMV erotica
 

n Japan, the 3DO system’s unique,
+ openlicensing system has madeit  immensely popularwith the erotica

tique on the Ginza strip and you'll find walls of

jewel-boxed CDerotica. The majority are Kodak

PhotoCD,slideshows ofstatics pics which the 3DO

system can display without any special software,

but some are FMY-based and few actually inter-

active. This weird subculture is regularly reported

on in Japan’s 3DO magazine,titles such as

Hyperlesbians and Virtual Puppet Reikaillustrate

not only the country’s famously eccentric apprecia-

tion of English, but also a very different attitude to

sex
While English tabloids play upon and excaber- ate the deep sexual scars carved by Judeo-

Christian teaching, Japan’s multi-faith, largely

Buddist society accepts saucy CDswith a similar

nonchalence to that shownits mangaindustry. A

society renowned forits lack of crime suffers no

great confusion over sex andsin, which is an odd,

but relevant introduction to Vivid Interactive, a

California company set up ex-British rockers Phil

and Chris O'Toole. Resplendentin cowboy boots

and poodle-haircuts they,like their products, are

entirely comfortable within Japan’s esoteric erotica.

On VHS,the brothers have ambitions to be

ranked with David Lynch, or so they say. What's

clearis that while Basic Instinct, Showgirls and

Colour Of The Night show Hollywood appropriat-

ing porno imagery,its outcast cousin is simultane-

ously reaching for respectability with actual plot

and characterisation. It’s said Vivid’s Skin is one of

the most sophisticated examplesofthis cross-over,

but that’s actually irrelevant to the CD versions

To ensure hassle-free distribution alongside EA

1ALL

  

industry. Walk into any electronic bou-

 

One of the most popular theories as to why VHS trashed

f i . Its restrictive
Betamax revolves around Sony s eeoewhere

licensing drove the producers of orate bess : thir

said, they provided the format with its vital, unique selling point

and, unquestionably, founded a hugeoea i

industry. Whether or not you believe that, 32bu igl a

FMV has meant a quantum leap for interactive erotica the

bitmap blockiness of Sam Fox’s Strip Poker on the Spectrum.

further emphasises the totalsilliness ofit all.

Technical quality throughout Vivid'stitles is sur-

prisingly good. Cinepakisn’t up to VHS quality,

but combined with skilful editing, an affection for

slowmoand all those jumpcuts, the jerkiness and

occasional blockiness which typically afflicts

Cinepakis minimised. Whether or not British con-

sumers will get the chance to appreciate it is unde-

cided as yet. Vivid have notyetselected a British

distributor and this may never happen.

For those with an

interest in the pleasantly

daffy — rather than the

more erotic minded — this

is something of a shame.

These are by no means

and, erh, Michael Jackson in America’s slick mega-

malls, Vivid’s FMV outputis as charmingly innocent

as the most naive Japanese ‘pink’ movie.

Accompanied by someactually quite decent

music, jumpcuts slice ‘n’ dice some presumably

explicit movies until they resemble not so much

porn as pop promos. There's obviously more nudity

and grinding embraces compared to most MTV

outputbutthere’s also a lack of the aggression

which constantly has high-heeled babes running

“.comparedto far more explicit BBFC

approvedvideos... and Hollywood’s own,

frequently misogynistic output, the
e . . = 33earing.wacky silliness is actually endearing oooh pee

Discerning a plotin any of them makes Pynchon’s V

seem a modelof narrative clarity, while the actors
and actresses are so perfect, the poses so contrived,
andthe fastcutting so oblique as to make any Sexe

ally educational argument absurd. Nevertheless,
compared to far more explicit BBFC approved

videos soundiracked by nannying doctors, some

appallingly reworked PC sex series and

Hollywood's ownfrequently misogynistic output, #s
wackysilliness is actually endearing.

For thefuture, Vivid talk of even producing
games which could certainly make for an Interest

ing alternative to our current, mostly ;

selectionof interactive entertainment. in the Meare

time, for our overseas readers located in more
grown-up societies than Old Blighty, here's aRS

ful rundownof Vivid's current roster. All the 88s

use 3D0's own FMV capabilities = that is 8Say
MPEG upgrade is required although Vivid do pro

duce VideoCbtitles as well,

AMERICAN JUSTICE
This debuttitle is surprising well encoded. Theres

from this or that heavy metalicon.

The best example of Vivid’s almost innocent,

Japanese-style playfulness with erotica is their own

self-promo. A series of surreal images, intercut with

vaguely suggestive material,is linked by a bejew-

eled blonde flying cross-legged like an Indian mys-

tic. Along with her is a Magnovox CDi, its CD

drawer extended rather suggestively. The polish

with which bluescreen composition is executed only

synch on a PAL machine at the end, but It appears
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the eggheads at Crystal Dynamics. Unusually for

a vivid CD title, there is actually a discernable

Jot with a nightclub stripper being stalked and

one girl actually killed at the end. This gloom

subject Is entirely out of kilter with the style oe

ever. Split into a handful of five minute Pshehe

dialogue provides scantstructure for mostly pale

surreal happenings. Thestripclubitself is vk,

ably genteel, with the performers remaining

entirely clothed until the end whenthestar bes

topless - very briefly! Overall, an entirely batflin
experience with minimal nudity, sense and fun g

{IMMORTAL DESIRE
The original VHS release probably ranks as one

of Vivid's ambitious, plot-driven efforts. Theplotis

a riff on Haggard’s She with twoloverssplit by

tragedy in 1492,only to be reunited on a WWI

battlefield andlater, in 1993. The conclusion

would please any Mills and Boon fan - ‘There's

no life without love, no love without you’, butthe

fact there is some kind of relatively sophisticated

plot makes the confusing cuttingirritating, while

the dramatic music is annoying. However, Sarah

Hamilton makes an affecting lead, while her gen-

yine English accentis a pleasantalternative to

languid California-ese.

LOVE BITES
This ambitious production apparently moved the

Playboy Channel to complain there wasn’t

enough sex, butthe furthur cutdown, jumpcut CD

versionis still fun. When you select which seg-

ment you want to watch, a batcarries off thetitle

window you've selected. Headed up by the

famous observation‘life is but a dream within a

dream’, Love Bites wisely decides to entirely omit

olot, instead we getlots of babes assuming Page-

3 style poses albeit usually with more clotheson...

olus fangs, spooky shadows, somepretty good

music and a few more meaningful observations

on life, the universe and vampirism. Oh,and of

course a few shots of bats. Entirely daft, butstill

considerably moreinteresting and logical than the

appalling Batman Forever.

SEX
iicki Dial stars in this misleading titled collection of

hort-scenes which seem taken from disparate

ovies. There's absolutely no plot and while the

‘sic is upbeat and fun, overall it’s perhapsa bit

> nonsensical to be amusing. The fact they're not

en trying for any overall theme totally under-

nes the enjoymentof being confused!

HE COVEN
» features that great Magnavox promo and the

‘ualfeature itself almost matches up. A young

ale of pleasing visual aesthetics ~ okay, a gor

ous babe ~ walks up somestepsin search a

om-mate, Jumpcut through round window to

-mi-naked babes at black mass, riding broom:

ae Jumpeut to cooking bacon and eggs new

ot. Jumpcut back to black mass with some ener

getic canoodling. Jumpcut backto flat and argu-

ment between couple. Then more witchy fun, some

beachcombing and even meditation. Whileit

becomesrather boring at the end, overallthis is

quite entertaining. There's no way fo figure out

what's happening and you getthe feeling of being

quite pleasantly smashed without needing to drink

anythingfirst. There’s even the rather unique

bonus,for a Vivid title, of some arguably erotic

scenes.

ENDLESSLY
This is undoubtedly the pick ofthe bunch, depicting

a quite wonderful world wherein a porno movie

has been stylishly recut to concentrate on all the

bits betweenthe sex scenes. A world wherein what

sex thereis consists entirely of kissing Dike
;

Along with plot destroying |ympeuts, Ine ee ;

text and math formulae elevate peat
oa

¢ effect. In this naive world, the airbrusnec

ert
sets and stars |s pleasingly

guntanned perfection of
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surreal rather than banal and soul-less. Special

effects spin entirely out of control with glowing

crystals providing an outre background to a Page:

3 girl jumping up and downfor no readily

apparentreason. Even better is where we see a gitl

getting out of her car, sometiny scene doubtlessly

filmed as simple framing for an elaborate sex

scene. The latter never happenshere, instead we

have the SFX artists superimposing chaste white

fireworks on her dress to makethis tiny scene into

a pyrotechnic climax, In a world where, increasing:

ly, everything is supposed to be measured byits

cost-effectiveness - Vivid's stunningly bizarre

treatment of basically exploitation titles is almost

wonderful, Mr Publisher, fifth colour sunbursts for

the coverplease! ...uhm, | thought not. [) ssw

Note:It's just been announced Telstar Multimedia

Distribution have picked up Vivid’s 3D0 outputfor the UK

and titles should be available now,
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HELL
To speed upthis somewhat sluggish

cyberpunk adventure, there’s a very
useful fast mode To access it, pull

 

downthe main menu onthe game

screen (by pressing C), then press

pause and enterU, LS, LS, C, RS, U,
D. Or alternatively enter U, B, C, U, B

for the weird Night Vision Mode.

RISE OF THE
ROBOTS
Mirage’s robo beat-’em up has

attracted alot of controversy, but for    

 

those who've forked overfor the

much hyped would-be mega-game,
here are some rather nifty cheats

For some FMV-related cheats, go
to Options andselect the Cinematics

On/Off option.

HIGH SCORES
Need For Speed from Electronic Arts
Best Times

CITY

10:12.9 (2) Mark M., London,

10:1 4:2 (2) P, Motherwell,

Southampton,
10.21.70 (512TR) $. Wynne, 3D0

Magazine.

10:49:7 (5127R) |. McKenzie,Paisley,

COASTAL

11:43:2 (512TR) $, Wynne, 3D0

Magazine.

11:45:20 (2) P. Motherwell 
 

3DO softw

Fay,

This issue, Slam ‘n’ Jam ‘95 gets the treatment, with some fun codes

and real team equivalents for all you basketball experts. Plus the

arrival of our high scores department. Let’s notlet the Ed getall the

fl
are made easy

 

glory on Need For Speed! Get some recordsin.

*Holdleft/left/right + A forall those
gorgeous cinematics to be played,
accompanied by the techno sound:
track,

*Holdleft/left/right + B for those

same cinematics, this time with Brian

May's wailing guitar stuff.

*Holdleft/left/right + C for the

Japanese soundtrack to accompany
the visuals.

For gameplay cheats, go to the

characterselection screen. Hold

right/left/right + A, B or C to select

the Supervisor.

Hold right + A, B or C whenin

training to play against the Cyborg.

WING
COMMANDERIII
This 4 CD epic has plenty enough

challenge to keep most people occu-

pied until M2 arrives, let alone anoth-

er 3DO | mega-game.Besidesthe

total victory scenario, there are multi-

 

12:11:00 (512TR) 1. McKenzie

12:14:50

ALPINE

14:49:6 (512TR)S. Wynne, 3D0

Magazine.
15:03;00 (?) P, Motherwell

15:12:07 (ZR1) |. McKenzie

SCORES

3999] (512 TR, Coastal)

P. Motherwell

37241 (#, Coastal)

Mark M., London,

34741 (512TR, Coastal)
I, McKenzie, Paisley.

ple other endings and routes through

the game, But if your campaign has

run into a dead-end,try this handy

cheat. Turn on the 3DO system and

when you get to the New Game/

Load Game/Continue screen, hold

downLS and P together. The selection
will now cycle through the three

options. Press A whenit’s on Continue

and the debug screen should appear.

Just as with Super Wing Commander,

the most useful option is Finger Of

Death. To useit, select a target and

press X and A while in flight. This will

instantly wipe-out any target high-

lighted, including friendlies.

DRAGON’S LAIR
ReadySoft’s excellent conversion of

the Don Bluth coin-op is handled in

the UK byElite Software and is one

ofthe trickiest challenges around. The

play guide below should help

prospective Dirk Darings, but timing

remains a matter of practice.

Movements in brackets representfast

action sequences where you have to
be quick. Movements in italics can be
reversed, just to keep things interest-

 

ing! If you'd like things alitle less

interesting, try inputting this cheat for

unlimited lives on thetitle sequence

when ‘Press Start to Begin’ appears:
U, D, L, R, U, D, LR

The Drawbridge = B, U
Three Doors = R

Tentacle Room = B, R, D, L, U

Striped Snake Room ~ B, B, R

Pool of Water = L, U,R, U, L, U,B,U 1, Turn on all markers(up 8 ite

, from the magazine thatcares
ee

  
    

    

The Goons — B, R, U, B, U

Sliding Stairs ~ L, B, L, L
Furnace Room ~ B, B, B, L, B

Two Turning Paddles - U, B, D,U

Chest and Bedroom — U

Ceiling Trapdoor — R, D, U, L, L

Mechanical Horse — [R, L, R, LL

Knight on Tiles —[R, L, U, L, R, L, R}

[B, B]
Haunted Hallway - U, B, U, B, L, B

Wooden Bridge and Bats — U, U, D,

B, R, R

Spiral Staircase and Big Bat -B,L, L,

[B, L] ,

Frog King — L, [Rx5] U,B, [L, R, D, B]

Drink Me —R

Small Tiled Room — D, U, L

Throne Room —[R, U, RIR

Caverns with Ooze — [Ux4],[R, L, R,

LI, R

Lava Room — B, [U x7].

Skeleton Room — L, L, R, R.

Coloured Balls — [D x6], U.

Yellow Liquid and Pot Room - U, B, ;

B,R

Fire & Ice Room — U, U, L.

Dragon’s Lair — U, L, L, D, [D, D, Ul,

U, D, R, B, B, L, B

From <justinb@lehman.com>

MYST
Winning in Myst isn’t really a caseof
finishing the game,as getting lost in

its unique, otherworldly atmosphere.

 

PO apne

Nevarhslegh if you do actually wont
to speed your way through te theend at
here's the thirty minutes or lesssoluis)
tion, jay
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ween symbols); At clock tower, rotate

heel twice; large wheel 8
all wi

e 40). Cross bridge and turn
Himes (2:

on switch.

2 Go back and turn off dock switch,

Get white page:

3, In library, see middle shelf far right

hookfor p.158 pattern,

4, Input pattern in doorin fireplace

opening:

5, Save game. Decide which ending

you want and deliver appropriate

page:

QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
While no-one could argue Quarantine pushed the 3DO system

lo new limits, this ‘Doom-in-a-taxi’

gill has some basic blasting appeal

aon

q uy i ,

eeAOe

 

and plenty of challenge. If you're

having problems, press B, C, B, A on

the language select screen for a
rather nifty $10,000 andthe ability

to select all weapons from the start,

This should make cruising the streets

a great deal easier.

SAMURAI
SHODOWN
Programmed by manyof the same

oeople behind SFI, this flashy beat-

em-up prefers swords and razor
clawsto fists and feet. Gorgeous

backdrops, stunning CD musi¢ and
olenty of blood splashing all over the
Jace make this a 3DO megarhit

at's still an office favourite. We
ve two fun cheats to get even more

| of the game.
For Same Color Opponents, start

e player game.Join in with player
1c and pick the player the computer
's using, Kill player one, but don’t
nlinue, Start with one-player game

jain, Join in with controller one,

  

  

   

   

  

and again pick the
the computer was s

giimestarts, you will
character and color

Somewhatloss e

continue, Go to M
select Resume, Now press L, X, D, Uve U, X. Now, highlight levers

@ and use L$ and RS to selectStage, Warning: to delete this option,
‘oum

i
y ust delete all Samurai Shodown
save games,

SLAM ‘N’ JAM
Real fans put off by Crystal
Dynamics’ decision to use non-NBA
team nameswill be pleased to hear
the fake teams mirror real ones with

Same character

Sing. Kill player
one player

be the same

as the computer,
Soteric is Stage

© and lose, Don’t
eNU Screen and

 

  Mawavite

 

uneanny accuracy, Below is a com
plete list of game names and real
world equivalents. There's also some
great cheat codes,

Slam ‘N’ Jam NBA

Boston Seattle
Supersonics

Cleveland ChicagoBulls

Chicago Charlotte
Hornets

Detriot Cleveland Cavs

Miami Boston Celtics
Indiana Detroit Pistons

New York New Jersey
Nets

Milwaukee Indiana Pacers

New Jersey Miami Heat

Atlanta Washington
Bullets

Charlotte Atlanta Hawks

Los Angeles GoldenSt.
Warriors

Phoenix LA, Lakers

Denver Dallas Mavs

Dallas Milwaukee

Bucks

Orlando N.Y, Knicks

Philadelphia Orlando
Magic

Washington
Philadelphia
76ers

Houston ea
ugae

Houston
Minnesota

Rockets
te

Antonio
Minneso

«8 Timberwolves

Utah San Antonio

Spurs
cet

Oaklanel Utah J
Phoenix Suns

Portland
Sacramento Portland
A Blazers

 

 

San Diego Sacramento

Kings

Seattle LA, Clippers

Codes must be entered on the second

black sereen betweenthevisitors stats

and the opening tip-off, (Choose
teams press start, home stats press

start, visitor stats press start, black

screen ENTER CODE, then alter you

enter code, game starts), Remember

that as soon as the visitor stat screen

fades to black, ENTER CODE RIGHT

AWAY|

Shot Percentage

Hold L$ during black screen, The shot

percentage will show abovethe bas

ket.

Small Players

Tap RS successively until the tip off,

Onee game's stat tod, press Pause,

then UnrPause

 

Big Heads:

Hold RS ane tap LS until the tip oft

Once gane’s started, prows Pause,

then UnePause

 

Small Players & Big Heads

lap LS & RS in quick succession (one

alter the other non-stop) until the hip

olf, Oncein the game, press Pause

then UnsPause

Small Players & Shot Percentage

Tap LS & RS in quick succession (one

alter the other non:stop) until the tip

off, BUT endthe LS » RS combo with

the LS, Once in the game, press

Pause then Un-Pause, To stop Small

Player mocle, start next game then

pross Pause and then UnePause,

   
Super Dunks

Hold A & B, oncetip off starts, press

Pause thon Un-Pause, Release A & 8

Super Speed
Hold A, B, & C, oncetip off starts,

pross Pause then UnPause, Release

A,B, &C

Unlimited Fouls

It you'replaying in the Iranehise

mode when youfoul, immediately

press pause belore the computer says

whofouled. Simply sub your good

player for a poor player and

unpause. The game will now attribute

the foul you committed te the new

person, not the original one. It works

muchbetter with a hack foul, because

you have time te pause With @

hanelchack foul, you awat be meh

quicker

Well, that's tt forthis month, The

huge amount of sofware weve

received this (save hes mecnt e titty

ming of playing guides sly, but

expect their retven, And don't forget,

fab NES Hens ace a priority) saw

30 Magaxine
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have a few questions about the new

add-on M2. Having recently bought

my 3DO| sometimes worry about the

prospects for this great machine

All the magazines say how thetech specs are way

aheadofall the other CD next gen consoles. | have

read in your magall the info on M2 andstill I'm

worried. So here are some questions | would like

you to answer.

1) Withall its clever graphics and effects, how long

before it becomes overshadowed by the PSX or

Saturn again, just like 3D0 | has?

Sony currently plan for their next machine,

PlayStation Il, to debut in 1998atthe earliest. But

anyone expecting an impactsimilar to the first

machine could well be disappointed. 3DO raised

the technology stakes in round oneof the super

console wars through its use of advanced custom

chips, DSPs and DMA memory handling which

had previously been associated with computers.

Sony raised the ante again by calling onits

Japanese workstation business, but 3D0‘s

response haslifted it into a whole new league.

M2 partners IBM (world’s largest computer com-

pany) and Motorola (world’s largest chip manu-

facturer) are simply the best in the business. Their

resources, with innovations such asfive layer

cena

eature   
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metal chip fabrication, are considerably superior

to Sony's, Extra time and the onward march of

technology will mean Sony should be able to

match M2 eventually, but it won't be easy. As for

Sega, the most popular rumour concerning their

next step is thatit will be M2.

2) | have read your tech specs on M2 and have

read tech spec on Nintendo's Ultraé4. According to

them M2 only comesclose to Ultraé4, andis only

twice the powerin texture mapped polygonsas the

PSX, so what chance

hasit got?

 

ITOKCT
Correspondence from around the world concerning the wonderful world of 3D0

 

3) Okay, you might say but what about ten graphic

processors(I have) which give all the special effects

fog and MIP mapping. But these can also be repro-

duced on a PSX or Ultra64.

The fog effects and MIP mapping are not impor-

tant in of themselves — no-one’s going to buy a

gamejust to admire a neat fog effect — but for

what they mean for programmers. On the

PlayStation such effects as these, and others such

as Gouraud shading, z-bufferingetc., have to be

painstakingly developed

in software bythepro-

  

  

   

  

 

The PlayStation broke

new ground by sheer

muscle in polygon han-

dling along with some

“Since technology changes

ROAMTMeeeL

a year away, won’t Sega

and Sony release upgrades

grammer, then when
put into action they con-

sume processor time

 

  

  

  

neattricks overlight

sourcing, texture-map- ore

ping etc. M2 trebles

polygon performance, butits main innovation is

in the coprocessortreatment of the polygons. Old

tricks such as lightsourcing and texture mapping

are far superior, while many new tricks such as

MIP mapping, Gouraud shading, Z-buffering and

so on have been added. The mainresult is that

M2 gameslook a wholelot better, run far faster,

with higher resolution and more realistically han-

dled graphics. If M2 lives up to its hype, the gap

between it and PlayStation will be entirely obvi-

ous. Ultraé4 is, obviously, far more difficult to

judge sinceit hasn’t beenfinished yet. Whileit is

closer to M2’s specs, it has fewer coprocessors,
far less memory and no CD-ROM.

. ae oe
Bat08 eeeoe)

 

   
  

for their machines?”

 

and (exceptionally) fight

RAM. On M2,they’re

automatic so program-

mers can simply con-

centrate on gameplay which, with far more RAM

available, can be much more sophisticated.

A) Since technology changes so rapidly and M2 is

about a year away, won't Sega and Sony release

upgradesfor their machines. How powerfulwill

they be then?

M2 isn’t simply an upgrade,it’s an entirely new,

but compatible machine which includes an

upgradevariant for the old machine. Which

takes us back to Q1.

5) You mightsay that CDs can hold more memory

than carts (because they do) but Nintendo's

machinewill have to been brought up to date with
a CD add-on asCDissurely the only way to go
for the future. (Nintendo currently denythis.) So

whatthen?

So Nintendo's machinewill cost the same or,

probably, more than M2 but with inferior perfor-
mance.
6) Andlast ofall the price of £150-200 whichis

promised. Soundsalrightif true, but everybody
knows what can happen. Evenif it is £200, with

3DO | that makes a total of £600 compared to
£299 for PlayStation (promised), £360 for Saturn

(promised) and Ultraé4 £250 (almost certain). And

don’t forget their upgrades won't be far behind. So

where doesthat leave us, Erhm....

You're entirely missing the point. If you bought
3D0 | whenit first came out you spent £400 and
had 32bit entertainment a year ahead of the
PlayStation.If you buy a 3DO now,it costs £299

 

Our M2 technical specifications in IDO
Magazine *4 gave Mr Paul Lawless a whole
lot to think about. And ask. At least he doesn’t
ask what colourit’s going to be.
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with & free game worth £00 while the PlaySiaiian
will be very lucky te W299 Without a gain

when 300 ji comes out Ht will eeat prolly
cA00, bul existing JDO ewnerk ean Upgrade fay

jess vie ihe M2 upgrade, PlayStatlan wwiinire, ly
contrast will have to walt until 1948 ane then

buy an entirely new console, As for Uliraad, dan’)

expect (hal before next Xinae and haven't yay
forgatien how just much carte Used te eoal! We

haven't.
7) Also one other question, Whel about seliwerel

Nowhere nearthe rari ameunt of sallweng hanes

have signed up for IDO or M2 thal have fap pax
saturnoreven Ultraé4 which isn't relecwed In any

country but still has software houses going mad te

produce somethingforit, What's the slory hele

this?

if you compare IDO | releases to any other for

matin the UK this Xmas only PoyStation has a

prayer of competing. As for Ulinaéd, you're

entirely right, Publishers would be entirely Insane

to develop forit: the chipset ian't finished, the

development system hasn't shipped and the cost

of carts gives most publishers screaming night

mares. The fact that Nintendo themselves now

claim they're not expecting, or inviting, early

third-party support emphasises Uliraéd support

ing publishers should : ,

indeed be locked away

in the loony bin for a

very long time, As for

M2, most publishers

I've spoken to are very

excited about

developing for it ane

when alist of publish

ers is released later this year | expect It to be very

long.

Looking forward to your rej ilies, hopelully

Mr Paul Lawless, Preston,

PS. A prediction, although | hate to say I,IDO

don’t release M2 this year and at £200 max you

could say forgetit, because nobody's going te

spend £600+ ontechnology which Is shortly to be

outdated and only just betters tee hnolagy alrec ily

available

From the top, in a nutshell, you ean buy o £299

3D0 now with game, enjoy the biggest roster of

software titles around, then upgrade next year lo

iechnology superior to current arcade machines

‘ike Daytona, lat alone rival superconsoles, while

Jill enjoying plenty more fabulous 3DO | releas:

«. Fyou knew of anything jechnically superior

the horizon, you better apply to Sony immedi:

ily because I'm sure they'd love to speak to

ov about iit

n view of recent developments In the
console market, Le, the release of the

i Saturn thie July anel the inmirvenit

. 4 release of the PlayStation, | would ae
like te know If you could answer a few ques mn

How ele you think the IDO Meteterna

handle games such as

Virtua Fighter, Ridge Racer,
Demolition Derbyete, all of

which look superb?”

Ta rebekinn cunt

 

WHeviiebilei
SVAUeHe fray HleetronieAne 1

Heli and

albly, bul on Iimentnentheguele inenen?D rather han GDO4 be wave|
#ly, Darnaliian wave

|an NeW AUPE Conbelast Are 4)’ Nalegleelly superar te the SYils; i are he HANES lar these Hey
AVveneeethan IDO guineas! Oe

boule handle CEOS gue
htHeel, Dasiruetlan Derby ete. all al which look0perky| le iy pesslhle thet these ganas could eve
16 falecbed for IDOH

| ree

1858 NeW Larie ‘les

1 systany cine,
v consoles more

you think a IDO
has Virtua Vighter, Midge

 

Vinehat other HaMes magazine that IDO is
Ming machine ene thet it went be al

pete with the Saturand |

great fun and Tekkenis a superb beat-’em-up.

le to com Demolition Derby looks amazing, watching car
’ara layStation Heing a IDO

4wher! cin mast concerned about this, Have |
=.icaeelcl buying a SDO# All |

| mware great looking
Wemes for the Saturn and PlayStation and nearl
nothing lor ID, 4 things doen't Improve soon if
would consider salling my IDO and buying a
'saturn or PlayStation se | ean play these great
omens

after car pile into each otheris hilarious, but as

gameplay is simplistic and annoying rather than

involving. You should also bear in mind most of

the PlayStation’s early releases are targeted at a

young audience. The only games offering much

depth will, ironically, be EA's conversions ofits

ground-breakingtitles for 3D0 ~ the original

revolution in gaming. Given a choice between >

| nally, \6 there any chaneethet my favourite

Iwo JDO ganies, Roce Rash and Need For Speed

will have any sacuels mace in the near future? |

foal that as Gad as they both are they would could

both be vastly improved

og. NFS =more tracks,

more cars, More Oppo

nents, cars crumple up

when you ¢ rash ate

Could | also take this

opportunity of saying

how much| enjoy your

— magazine and | really

look forward te avery new issue the only trouble

is (find I herd to gat copy but | new order it

Namelost, Somewhere Ville,

More complaints? | think your concerns are a

thoughtful and justified reflection upon the hype

in multhformat magazines, There's alwaysa lotof

excitement about new hardware and new games

» the latter mostly showcased by non-critical pre

views, This excitement sells magazines and there-

fore cannot be considered truly objective, by any

sivetch of the imagination.

the reality is invariably rather different, On

every system since the dawn oftime the best

games have always come a couple of yearsafter

a machine's launch, This is when programmers

know exactly what a machine can do and are

able to focus entirely on gameplay, Third genera:

tion IDO software such as Space Hulk, Si,

patilesper!, po’ed and so on offer classic, long 4

form gameplay that’s the hallmark of mature so

ware development.

There will ba some 9

PlayStation, Ridge Racer,
reat launch titles for

for all its shallowness,is

a saltselecti
on of state-of

-thethird

sale eneration titles (from top), foe ae

ted and Space Hulk, No

srartighteractly slumming It noware wer

ADO Magasin’ 56
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> mildly reworked old titles, or new,third genera-

tion 3DO products such as Space Hulk, Foes Of
Ali, BladeForce, PO’ed, Starfighter 3000 etc.|

think there’s no doubt 3D0’s maturity will provide
a far richer gameplaying environmentfor quite a
while yet. As for a Need For Speed update,it’s

underconsideration but the mostlikely follow-up
is a full-blown sequel on M2.

 

Magazine

irstly, | would like to know if the cheat

code for FIFA is correct? | havetried

without success every combination

known to man.I’ve even won the

World Cup with Kuwait, of all teams, the code

comeson screen,| restart a match,try to enter the

combination and getnothing. Have | got dodgy

disc or am | just being dumb?

Secondly! Why have you changed the format

size of the magazine and copped out onall those
lovely glossy pages? The mag'sjust like any other

A4 mag sat onthe shelf with dull, lustre leafs and

is still £4.99.

Last not least! What is Mcolquhoin Issue 5,

page 56, on about? Gex the platform game,is just

that! A platform game, which should stay on other

inferior consoles, not 3DO!If you wantplatformers

then get another console, you can keep your 2D

flat mindless images to yourself! | did not buy the

most sophisticated piece of computer gaming hard-

ware on the marketto play platform games, what

next? Sonic — maybe Super Mario! Thanks but no

thanks!

Finally, the rating

system in the 3DO mag

directory is simple.

Onestar equals a poor

rating, whilst five red

stars equals an excellent

rating. On a 0-100%

basis let's say that each

star represents a unit of 20%. 20% = | star/ 100%

= 5 red stars

It does not take a genius to understand how low

or high each game has been rated, but for some-

one whoplays platform games on the most

advanced console to dates, I’m not surprised!

Yours mind bogglingly,

K. Fielding, Darwen, Lancashire.

Thanksfor that zestful contribution K. In response:

Firstly! Yes the FIFA codes do work and must be

input ingame, when you pause to changeper-

spective, using the joypad. Secondly! Papercosts

have rocketed across the industry. As the year

progresses, | think you'll notice a lot more maga-

zines go downin papersize to save costs and

preventprice increases. Thirdly! Westill think Gex

is fun, but agree with you expecting revolutionary

gameplay from a platformer is overly optimistic.

ou get many letters like this but | am
the mag's biggest fan... Unfortunately |
can't say your magazine made me buy
my 3DO,butit certainly made my 

“I did not buy the most
sophisticated piece ofcom-
PamLLEMROLLae
the marketto play platform
games, what next? Sonic?”

= — ae
iZ era achat?s
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mind up over which games| should get!

| started reading your mag from Issue 2 and

when | saw you could get Issue | on backissue|

was well happy. | quickly sent off

an order form, only to get a

letter back saying they'dall

sold out. My heart sank.

| had to find one.|
was a 3DO Issue |

oholic. |tried to

buyit off my friends

but they would not

let me. Then | read
letters saying how greatit was

You must have one somewhere,

maybeto level the pooltable,

behind a cupboard, a cup mat, =£——_——

keeping your shoeson,fly swatter, sun hat, | don’t

know. PLEASE FIND ONE!

Anyway here is
my small computing histo-

ry: | used to have an

Amiga, now | have 3DO,

much better!

Finally here are some ques-

tions to test your 3DO

knowledge.

1) How muchis the M2

and will they make individ-

ual gamesforit?

2) Is FIFA ‘95 coming out for the 3D0?

3) Is there a exact

release date for Doom 1

or 22

A) | think the Saturn is

very bad, don’t you?

5) Can you buy a dust

cover for the 3D0?2

6) Will any of the Secret

Of Monkey Island games

comeout?

7) Finally my fave game is Road Rash whatis

yours?

yet, apart from Issue One of course’ having

tempted my designer brother to the brink of mur-

der on numerous occasion,

          

  
Sega’s Saturn.It’s officially available

andit’s official thatit’s crap.

end ofthe yearfor the sequel.

4) After getting rather excited by the hype, Mark

  

Anyway, avoiding untimely death, on to

your questions,

1) No price has been

announced, but expect a

minimum of £200, and

p there will be both specific

F$2 games and hybrid games

' which run on DO | and (in

F enhanced form) on M2,

2) No plans have been

announced, At this stage, it would

be more likely for M2

than 3DO |.

3) September for Doom,

and | found actually play-

ing on the official

machine incredibly disap-

pointing. Daytona not

only feels far worse than

Need For Speed,it looks

considerably cruder with

low res, almost blocky

graphics, limited colours

and background which

iG
ilealEAs dle hase) added

3D0 Doom IP? We haven't seen Doom | yet!

oftenfill in only just before they disappear off

screen,

 | so hope you enjoy my

letter and that you print

it. | have never had my

nameprinted in a brill

mag before.

Michael Waldron,

Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.

PS Keep being excellent!

We'll try! And thanks for yourletter perfectly

timed to coincide with the announcement of a

3DO Magazine Special. This will reprintall the

reviewsto date, plus some features from the first

issue introducing the 3DO system. Wherever nec-

essary, the reviews will be updated (e.g. Rise Of

The Robots ~— imagine this written accompanied by
much embarrassed shoe-shuffling) to conform

with current thinking (as they used to say in the

Kremlin).It will obviously be a jam-packed publi-
cation and could well eclipse that much praised
3D0/1, the famous phrase ‘latest issue is the best

“I tried to buy a 3DO
Magazine °1 offmy freinds

but they wouldn't let me. Yo
oh £ L Pe LT ree

nust have one

PLEASE FIND ONE” —

 

5) Erh, not as far as |

know.

6) No plansasyet.

7) Just one favourite?

I'd say Space Hulk and
Need For Speed, closely

followed by Road Rash

and BattleSport. Mark's

are BattleSport, Captain

fy
teh sf i!

Quasar and Need For Speed.

have recently purchased a FZ-1 3DO

andI'm finding it very impressive. |

haveit linked up to my hi-fi and the 3D

sound is excellent. But what| would

really like to know is will there be any software

which allows the user to remix tracks, possibly

changing the sound by using effects like echo and

phase, etc. This was possible on my old

Commodore CDTV, but was very limited. | think this

would be a good idea for the 3DO because it has
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EA’s Wing

Commander
UI

rhe $6 Million GameArriveswe

Snipes himself, who is invulnerable and caninflict
heavy damage.

  

ood Morning! 3D0 People!
® | recently sent you a letter, but forgot to
"4 ask you a key question about M2.|
"=" have a UK 3D0,if | buy an M2 when |

travel to the USAthis year, will they be compatible?

  

  

 

See Ya!

Mike Green, Mitcham, Surrey.

Sadly,it’s highly unlikely M2 will appear
Stateside this year andif it did, the system would
be designed for NTSC rather than PAL. The good
newsis competition between GoldStar and
Panasonicis such thatit’s unlikely any delay in
the release of the PAL system will be that long
between US, Japanese and Europeanreleases.

  

ma

 

interactive

 

   

    

WIN A 3D0byetem
|) & World Cup

from U.S. Gold

  =

   

‘m so glad someone cares! Your mag-

The elusive issue one and soon to be elusive azine weaves together the gamers’
issuefive. Its pays to be a subscriber. In fact, if
anyone's got a spare copyofthefirst issue,|
wouldn't mind one myself...

the futureis brightfor 3D0.Asforthat other magas Slam ’N Jam's James Van Earl Wright would .say: ‘Its a picture of denial,’ the 3D0 wil reign
supreme.

Anyway, let’s cut to
the chase. The PGA Tour
review you promised,
whereis it? What's the
deal? Give usthe spiel?
Mysecond confession,|
am truly sad at

dreamswith technical cotton to texture

the fantastically, brilliant perfect mag!
ee Anyway downto business, there are quite a few

much larger memory.

Andy Booth, Leicester.

 

things | would like to ask.

1) I'm dyingto sell my

Amiga — do you wantto
buyit (joke)! The best
thing everis on the

Amiga — Sensible World

of Soccer. What | was

“Your magazine weaves
ULEATaMe ALOTMRLOTTUnfortunately, part of the 3DO system’s security is

with technical cotton tothatit resets whenever youeject a disc, so no

texture the fantastically,
brilliant, perfect mag”

Tim Wharfe

program could be stored in memory.The system
does, however, come with a fun, built-in psyche-

delic display which can be played with audio
wondering was, since

Demolition Man. How Sensible have released

 

CDs. the hell do you get out Cannon Fodder on
3DO,are there any plans to convert Sensi to

3DO02

2) In 3D0/4 Anthony Ayre asked why it was

called ‘3DO’ and youdidn’t answer — do you

of those tunnels. Someoneplease help me.
o! Yo! 3DO people,

As a subscriber to your magazine|

Onelast observation before | go is aboutthe

chap who wasnotimpressed with Need compared

with Ridge. Indeed, myinitial reaction was exactly

the same but Needis

not a gamethatjust

have been extremely pleased withits

“After reading yourarticle
on M2 my faith has been

restored — ‘Yes!I believe!’

contents know or are youlike the rest of us?
and the lady who took

my subscription details,

damn!, she sounded

SEXY,

| must confess I’ve

3) Can you go for a few pages without mentioning

the abbreviation ‘M2’ or not?

4) Whatis the nameofthe person who replies to

jumps out at you, it's

only after playing for a

while that you really

appreciate just how real-

these letters. Surelyit's a bit degrading being writ-

ten to and being called 3D0 Magazine?

Tim Wharfe, Dore, Sheffield.

the future is bright for

3DO”-
Yo = 2 res

Obit Gree!

De istic the gameis. It’s fareena little concerned g

th the prospect ofthe

) machine, especial-

superior to any other

gameofthis type, so 1) It’s unlikely, but if Cannon Fodder’s a hugehit
they might reconsider. For the future, there's

rumours Sensi are working on a polygon football

game which would be perfect for M2 conversion.

2) Apologies to Mr Ayre. According to Trip

Hawkins, the name was chosen with generic

household objects such as audio, stereo ete. in

mind, Somewhatironic considering 3D0 them-

selvesinsist there’s no such thing as a 3D0,only

a 3D0O system!

3) If you can‘t, why should we?!

4) At the end of every article in 3D0 Magazine

aretheinitials of the person who wrote it. As for

being called 300 Magazine, well it sure beats

getting called Stu-pot!

 

keep on playing my man and you too can kick the

butt of the X-man!

Mike Green, Mitcham, Surrey.

ier someofthe negative reporting in other

9s... However, after reading your article on the

‘my faith has been restored — ‘Yes! | believe!’ -

 

Erh, Yo! Mike. Glad you like the mag and thanks

for the subscription. They‘re selling very well so

thankfully we can probably resist splashing a pic

of Ms Sharrock — reigning Miss Speedway,

Bournemouth.Asfor a PGA Tourawe're

hoping to get a feature for this issue and a

w is almostcertain for the next one.

igh the subject of Demolition Man,the keyis

i i ddeningly
«ance. While the instructions are ma

peeathis irksome level, what you have

molition Man, with the invulnerable Snipes.
Could be used for the definition of ‘hard’.  opaque a ly follow the Wesley Snipes character See youall next month,("| ssw

to do is_ ‘shes. This takes plenty of time 3DO Magazine

votl the level reful of all the enemies and sc apcakiauertot etic

and you have to be ca
 

  



Roesch Vira eerAUTeercmAcoao
BaDocrime. You enter this cesspool wearing only a helicopter

eyabig grin that says “Hello Mr. Criminal. My gun is bigger than yours”
Ay fly in real time. Youfire in real time.UUMnr

time. Features: 360° 3Dflying. 3D worlds. 3D everything. You spin. You soar. You k
SmeyrdmALIne) objects. 28 missions and 7 crime }+-—

infested levels. Buy the game,get the motionsicknessfree. | —

If You're a Pacifist, Skip Th

t

 

ef

KILLING TIME. What a politically correct title, eh? You're trapped in-a horrifying 3D
POUCMTCOMM CUREIOURSuc
You've got to shootfirst and catch your breath later. To solve the mystery, listen to
the ghosts for clues. You'll have to call on your wits, call on your weapons or call fo
an organ donor if things go sour. Features: 16 horrific enemies (only 3D0ge
7 genuine ghosts on videotape). 45 supernatural areas to discover and aver 200
PSeeeeMLuu 
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3D ATLAS

Electronic Arts, TBA

A huge geographical, political and envi-
ronmental guide to planet earth, this uses
excellent stock footage, good 3D graph-
ics routines and brilliantly edited news
sequences to seduce almost anyone into
enjoying a traditionally dull subject. Even
the inevitable quiz show game is fun

Overall, simply excellent edutainment
issue 2, Rating: ****

ALONE IN THE DARK

Infogrames, £39.99

Multiple camera angles, haunting poly-

gon graphics and a Voodoo inspired sto-
ryline make this an incredibly intimate

and atmospheric adventure. Originally

released on the PC in '93, it still looks

pretty amazing and althoughit usesa lot

of NVRAM,is well worth a look.

issue 1, Rating: ****

ANOTHER WORLD

Interplay, £39.99
Originally an Amiga game, this was a

welcome twist on the platform genre.

Rotoscoped sprites and stylish cut

sequences achieved a uniquely cinematic
feel. The 3DO version doesn’t tamper
with the game's fundamentals, but adds

256 coloursto freshenit up a bit.
issue 1, Rating: ***

BATTLE CHESS

Krisalis, £39.99

A worthy attempt to make chess exciting

for beginners, its 3D graphics aren’t as

flash or funny as they might be. However

there’s an impressive chess engine under

the hood while a 2D board is a modelof

clarity and simplicity.
issue 1, Rating: **

BURNING SOLDIER

Panasonic, £39.99

This follows where Microcosm and

Novastorm trailblazed, with interactive

sprites overlaid on an uninteractive, pre-

rendered backdrop, Naturally that makes

for linear gameplay, but manga-esque

graphics and a simultaneous Wworplayer  

The essential update to every review from 3DO Magazine issues oneto five

mode provide limited compensation,
issue 1, Rating: **

CANNON FODDER
Virgin, £44.99

The sprites may be tiny, but there's a

huge number of levels and gameplay is

incredibly addictive with masses of ene-

 

mies, buildings and vehicles to destroy.

Somewhatsimilar to ReturnFire, it has a

superior structure (more challenge) but

sadly there's no two-player mode.
issue 3, Rating: *****

DAEDALUS ENCOUNTER, THE

Panasonic, £TBA

This four CD epic looks better than most

Hollywood sci-fi movies with stunning

sets, special effects and mega-babe Tia.
Cleverly integrated into this FMV epic are

a series of logic puzzles - disguised as

alien door locks, system repairs etc. —

which really getthe old grey matter work:
ing. If you like that sort of thing, you ®

love this and, even if you don't, the slick

presentation and excellent control inter-

face could well convert you.
issue 5, Rating: ****

DEMOLITION MAN

Virgin, £49.99

This is a glorious showcase both for the

technical capabilities of the 3DO (great

FMV, glorious presentation) and the

growing clout of videogames(the movie

crew actually shot extra scenes for it)

Actual gameplay is a clever mix of gen

res with beat-’em-up, Doom, carracing

and even Op Wolf style blasting. It nakes

for a very playable package with a tough

challenge.
issue 2, Rating: #* x *

enoughto eat. A six-player modeis ideal

party fun.
issue 1, Rating: *****

DRAGON’S LAIR

Elite, £39.99

Moreof a cartoon than a game, Sullivan
Bluth’s arcade classic wows those who
watch the geome, but frustrates those who

are acwelly playing it, Gameplay is US Gold, £44.99

restrictedto pressing the correct button at As with its Another World prequel,

exactly the right time. This gets very Flashback’s highly stylised, rotoscoped

Amiga graphics and elegant gameplay

have adapted easily to numerous for-

mats. The 3DO version adds 256 colours,

better sound and enhanced, 3D Studio
cut sequences. The excellent platforming

PLASHAACK

tedious.
issue 1, Rating: **

ESCAPE FROM MONSTER MANOR

Electronic Arts, £39.99

Developed in an amazing four months,
this early Doom clone has some neat
tricks with translucent sprites, gorgeous
texture maps and spooky sonics. The
atmospherics of a haunted house are

puzzles are as absorbing asever.

issue 4, Rating: ***

FLYING NIGHTMARES

Studio 3D0, £44.99

The first superconsole flight sim really

doesallow youto soar on your 3DO.The
sensation of flight is impressively con-

FAMILY FEUD veyed, especially with a Flightstick Pro

Gametek, £39.99 joystick, while the Harrier jumpiet is fully
The American inspiration for Family capable ofall its famous hovering stunts.

Fortunes,this suffers from culturally spe- The actual gamerevolves around a three-

cific questions you're unlikely to know the day campaignto liberate the island of

answersto, a lousy controlinterface and Barcala, a task comprising over 30 dit

poor, minimally animated graphics.In the ferent missions — most with primary and

shadow of Twisted, Station Invasion and secondary targets. There's a strong sense
Zhadnost this is a very wot thing of atmosphere andthe gruelling nature of

indeed. modern air combatwill appeal to anyone

issue 2, Rotiags * seeking a serious challenge.
issue 5, Rating: ****

there, but gameplay is rather ghostly.

issue 1, Rotage XX

FIFA INTERNATIONAL SOCCER

Electronic Arts, $44.99

The most stylish and visually impressive

Me superb FMV

GEX

BMG, £46.95

The 3D0's Sonic or Mario with bells on

Gex redefines the plattorm genre

S2bit The central
~ 5
Gecko sprite (rencered with over 4X

soccer game ever, From

postmoder n gv xe

~ \' . byframes of Sihcon Gropart Gh <r

. »~» >»Can cling to just about anytMage We NS

 

intro spliced WIth) LAGOS ACH SCONES

hardly distinguishable from reablite, %

the multitude of camera angles, sou

motion controls and sound FX. AA

International is a game that Woks good
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a whip and collect power-ups with
wail 05 elatinous tongue. Five big and
i i eeds provide a reasonable
yori while non-stop quips voiced

je,
“—_ Gould make this fun even for
e aie thought they'd outgrown this

0.

d genre.

rave 3, Rating:KH

GRIDDERS
rye 300 company, £39.99

This challenging puzzler was designed

ground the 3DO chipset with its intricate

es rendered in full 3D. 36 torturous

levels provide a big challenge.

issue 1, rating: KKK

puzzh

HELL
Gametek, £44.99
The scenario is an inspired blend of

medieval demonology and hi-tech cyber:
sunk, while the voices of Dennis Hopper,

Groce Jones and. Stephanie Seymour
who also appears in digitised form) add
gar appeal. The gameplay isn’t so hot,

evolving around toa many long-winded

conversations, but great visuals and a

mature, adult oriented approach provide

some recompense in this ‘provocative

adventure

issue 5, Rating: K*K*

HORDE, THE

Crystal Dynamics, £39.99

4 brilliantly original game designed for

the 3DO system, this seamlessly merges

hilarious FMY,intense arcade action and

thoughtful strategy into an_ irresistible

 

ge. In the game you play

cey, a young knight charged with

ing various villages against the

bly greedy Hordlings. You must

‘ly organise village defenses ~ and

    
  
  
  

INCREDIBLE MAC
Sierra, £39.99

A compellin
although

HINE, THE

IRON ANGEL OF THE APOCALYPSEPanasonic, £39.99
A bizarre, Japanese Doom Variant, thistitillates with its fantastic FMV j: : intro, onlyto implode with a poorly programmed,
dingy exploration game.
issue 2, Rating: xx

JAMMIT

BMG, £39.99
A lazy conversion by GTE of an ancient
MegaDrive one-on-one (or two) basket-
ball game. Despite the general ineptitude
of the coding and lame animation,this
still has some merits in two-player mode,
with the simplistic format providing furi-
ously competitive play. Hardly essential,
but pretty good fun in short bursts.
issue 2, Rating: xx

JOHN MADDEN FOOTBALL

Electronic Arts, £39.99

Inarguably the best American Football

game on any format ever. EA’s master-

piece merges together

_

incredibly

detailed, beautifully animated sprites,

stereo sound, slick FMV and_ sublime

  

   landscapes, masses of explosions, nippy
rival cars and enemy gunfire. A fast,
frantic shoot-'em-up cum race gameit’s
okay in one-player mode (lack of a save
gameis frustrating), great in two
issue 1, rating: kkk &

remained ‘Tost’

Issue 1, Rating: &

MEGARACE
Mindscape, £39.99
Hen a heavily hyped PC CD-ROM— is has been cleverly reworked for» Both in-game and TV-style FMVPresentation is far more colourful andimpressive. Sadly, actual gameplay is a
lot less flashy and ultimately repetitive.
'ssue 1, Rating: +

OPERATION JUMPGATE |
Electronic Arts, £29.99

A five mission expansion disc to Shock |
Wave, this offers more more dramatic 1
(hillier) terrain and new, much tougher |
enemies. Presentationis, again, marvel-

lous and the Dolby surround sound is
excellent.

issue 2, Rating: **
MYST

Panasonic, £TBA

*huge hit on the PC, the near photore-
alistic imagery generated an alarmingly
Convincing alternate world of 1Q-strain-
INg puzzles and an intricate storyline.
The 3DO version retainsall the game-
play and much of the atmosphere, but
joypad control and TV-style resolution do
blur someof its appeal, Stil, if you're the
Quiet, patient type there's litle to touch

this brainy masterpiece.
Issue 3, Rating: k***

PATAANK

Crystal Dynamics, £39.99

Instead of the conventional top down

view of a pinball table, PF. Magie actual-
ly place the camera behind the pinball

Stick with it and the game begins fo make
some sort of (weird) sense. Instead of

having flippers your ‘craf’ has @ supply
of velocity which you must use fo guide it
around, hitting power-ups and bonuses

as you go. Odd, but strangely enjoyable

issue 1, Rating: ***

e
e
e

e
e

NEED FOR SPEED, THE

Electronic Arts, £44.99 PEBBLE BEACH GOLF

Superb graphics, fantastic Dolby audio, Panasonic, £39.99
Althoughthere's only one course and the

controls aren't as sophisticated as US
Gold’s World Cup release, the slickly
digitised graphics and user-friendly con-
trols make this a very enjoyable experi-

eight of the world’s most exciting super-
cars, three absolutely huge routes to race
on, an unbelievably comprehensive
replay mode, jaw-droppingly spectacular
crashes, a smarmy opponent, lots of

ence. In Japan and America, the same

Les

4

game engine has been reused for

Waialae Country Club Golf and Wicked
18 — which really is wickedly hard!

Rating: **** :

= ,hejaoe
4

ev he ft
wae 2 ‘i
a ee

ne

POWERS KINGDOM

Panasonic, £39.99

A very Japanese RPG which boasts some

impressively cinematic effects. There's

large variety of bizarre creatures, imagr

native weaponsand odd landscapes with

plenty of good,tactical combat. Over the |

longer term it does become distinctly )

repetitive, but it's still worth a look .

.

 

speed copsand,of course, the most real-

istic car handling ever in a videogame.

Take thetime to getinto it, and you'll be

rewarded with one of the best games

ever.

issue 1, Rating: *****
issue 1, Rating: ***
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» in treacle rather ruin playability

issue 1, Rating: *

REBEL ASSAULT

Electronic Arts, £44.99

This made a big impact on PC CD-ROM

with its innovative variety of FMY blasting
action skillfully mixed in with Star Wars
film clips. The 3DO version looks and
plays exactly the same which, when you

consider the system’s far superior FMV
capabilities, is something of a disaster

After the razor-sharp FMV of Demolition
Manor StarBlade, the limited colours and

frequent blockiness of the imagery just
isn’t on,

issue 2, Rating: ***

RETURN FIRE

The 3D0 Company, £49.99
A sequelto the Amiga hit Fire Power, this
retains the basic structure but adds in
superb Dolby sound, beautifully detailed
3D graphics with intelligent panning and

zooming, more levels, more everything

and game over clips are superb with

music from bands such as Therapy? and
Swervedriver, but the game itealf is the

real star. The racing action starts fast and
frantic and then keeps accelerating
Speeding through a city centre with

pedestrians, ONCOMING traffic, purming

cops and five other bikes swarming

about, their riders trying to punch your
face in, is really rather exciting, If you've

got a 3DO system, then you must have

this stunningtitle

issue 1, Rating: #& kh

SAMURAI SHODOWN

Crystal Dynamics, £39.99
Samurai Showdownis widely regarded

as the best beat’em up available on the

marketsaturated Neo Geo Huge,

colourful, brilliantly animated sprites,

basically. Your objective is to capture

your enemy's flag from heavily fortified

 

defenses. To do this you have a stock of

tanks, helicopters, jeeps and APVs,all

unique handling, weapons andabilities.
Oneplayer modeis great fun - although

the challenge isn’t huge — but two-player

modeis excellent.
issue 2, Rating: kx***

RISE OF THE ROBOTS

Art Data Interactive, £44.99

Rise Of The Robots may be no match for
Super Street Fighter 2 in respect ofits

combatengine (you can’t even jump over

your opponent!), but its visuals are truly

next generation stuff - if you're shallow

enoughto care about such things.

issue 1, Rating : xx

ROAD RASH

Electronic Arts, £44.99

Quite simply one of the best gamesever,

this unbelievable 3DO spectacular

rebuilds the classic Mega Drive game

from the ground up. FMV reward, intro

 

 
 

richly detailed backdrops and twelve

very different characters to choose from

make the game an immensely rewarding

experience. It may not be quite as fast as

SSFIIX, nor quite so sophisticated, butits

bold characters, superbly varied back

drops and imaginative use of weapons
putit just beneath its better known peer
and a sure-fire hit for beat-’em-up

addicts everywhere.
issue 1, Rating: kx***

SEWER SHARK

Virgin, £39.99

With Blade Runner's FX whiz John

Dykstra responsible for directingit, this is

perhaps Digital Pictures’ slickest FMV

effort yet. Gameplay is obviously quite

limited, but the shoot-em-up action is at

least fast and quite demanding. Fun for a

while, but success rests on memorising

ultimately repetitive enemy attacks and

route junctions.

issue 1, Rating: **

SHANGHAITRIPLE THREAT

Activision, £39.99

Activision have enjoyed considerable
success with their previous console

Shanghaititles, due both to the inge-
nious, simplicity of play itself (matchtiles
as quickly as possible to clear the table)
and the delightful bonus of simultaneous

two-player gamesto up the ante. The lack

of enhancements on 3DO is forgivable,

giventhe difficulty of tampering with clas-
sic game formats, and the game varia-
tions makethis a good packagethatwill
satisfy most puzzlers whlst confusing
everyone else.
issue 2, Rating: ***

SHOCK WAVE

Electronic Aris, £39.99

This features some of the most impressive

presentation around with o superbly

realised War of the Worlds scenario. As

you progress through the garne’s len mis

sions, the FIAY footage carries the plot on

with truly cinematic panche, In-game 30

graphics are great too, with plenty of

speed, variety and slick texture maps

while sound is in Dolby, The only draw

back is that the sheer size of the levels

can make dying a very frustrating expe

rience, Still, if you've the determination

this has plenty to reward you. And when

you complete it, the Operation JumpGate

mission disk is even tougher

issue 1, Rating: i

SLAM ‘JAM 95

Electronic Arts £49.99
Watch open-mouthed as distinctly indi-

vidual players leap, shoot and slam dunk
before you in a bravura display of pro-
gramming muscle and graphic artistry
Incredibly, gameplay is equally impres-
sive making this a supremely addictive

 

experience in one or two player mode,
Realistic beyond belief ~ with a non-stop
narration from CNN’s Van Earl Wright —
this joins Striker and John Maddenin the
elite of sports simulations. The sort of

mega-gamethat offers undeniable cross
over appealeven to non-fansof the sport.
issue 4, Rating: *k*&&*

SLAYER

§5I/Lion Entertainment, £39.99

Well known on the PC for their Ravenloft

series, SSIlooks set to make a respectable

namefor themselves on the 3DO system

too. Slayer uses a slick Doom-stylefirst

person perspective for a more arcadefeel

than most RPGs, but there’sstill plenty of
potions, puzzles and so forth to keep the

tactically minded occupied.
issue 1, Rating: k*x

SOCCER KID

Krisalis, £39.99

Although only marginally improved over
its Amiga parent, this is still worth a look
since the original was so good. The
eponymoushero not only runs and jumps
with the best of his peers, but can also

use his ball as a springboard to reach
otherwise inaccessible places, collect
power-ups and even cannon opponents.
It takes times to masterall these skills, but

it’s well worth it. Greatfun.
issue 1, Rating: ***«

PALE WUE

Electronic hats, GALYI

This teen ci rahpehy Manning, Desay.

she pengntire iS CAN A Ul, tap,

in-depth tacts LHR ON and 4

 

superb, Warharnmer 40,000 xenario

The atmosphere is incredibly involving,

putting Aliens to shame for sheer terror,
while actionis both incredibly frantic and

tactically demanding, Simply superb and

quite unmissable,
issue 5, Rating: «& ke &

STARBLADE

Panasonic, £49.99

This stylish shoot-em-up was a huge hit

in the arcades: stunning FMV backdrops

are cleverly integrated with realtime gen-

erated polygons to superb effect. As well
as the original arcade style graphics, the

3DO version even offers an enhanced

mode which features stunning texture
maps, creating a fabulous package. A
spectacular experience, especially on a

huge TV.

issue 2, Rating: «ke

STAR CONTROLIl

Crystal Dynamics, £39.99
Star Control was originally released in

the ascetic days of 8-bit games and its

conversion to the 3DO doeslitle to

enhance the geriatric look. Sprites are
blobby and backdrops unremarkable,

with only new alien graphics and sam-

pled speech hinting at 32bit potential.

Still, the underlying structure of a huge,

open-ended strategy cum exploration

cum arcade gameis asintriguing as ever.

The two-player blast-“em-up mode is

goodfun too, making this dated title well
worth investigating.

issue 1, Rating: &***

STATION INVASION

The 3D0 Company, TBA

Expanding on the successful style devel-
opedin the brilliant Twisted, Studio 3DO

have created a completely wacky FMV
extravaganza, with a TY station over run
by kids providing the infrastructure on
which several enjoyable puzzle and quiz
games are hung. An edutainment prod-
uct for younger players, this is brilliantly
executed, with amusing spoof soaps and
TV showsoffered as reward for winning
points, The wholethingis packaged with
consumate skill, so much as to tempt

older players even, and provides excel-
lent fun,
issue 2, Rating: ***
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KER WORLD CUP SPECIALIKER -

the tablesin-game

gondards, nee
ed wi

revers

 

faste
zling animation

withou

- FIFA International Soccer was

in late ‘94 few thoughtit would

ntil M2 arrived. Yet while

, FMV presentation isn’t up to EA

are

4h more controllable sprites,

those camera angles, this offers an

exceptional

bonus of an In

etic, referee free action adds immeasur-
n ‘

ably to an already marvellous package.

issue 3, Rating: * KKRE

cyper STREET FIGHTERIl X
Panasonic, £60
Capcom's Street Fighter 2 sold more

Super Nintendos than any other game. A

sophisticated combat engine allowed for
moves, countermoves and even counter-

counter moves than had previously been

y competitive game. The

door arena for truly fre-

SUPREME WARRIOR
Acclaim £44.99

Determined to

issue 4, Rating: ok

- action and some of the most daz- SYNDICATE
ever seen. If you can do

+ the sixplayer option and all
Electronic Arts, £49.99
A seductive blend
brooding visuals and
ing game design, this

of ultra Violence
, ,

genuinely absorb-

Amiga classic has

 

been a hit on almost every format, An
utterly strategy/arcadeengrossing

imogined. Its depth is unrivalled in this game,it has you raising taxes and fund-

 

genre - we've been playing various ver-
sions in the office for years and the
arcade perfect 3DO version is by far the
best yet. Despite a variety of imitations,

nis is by far and away the very best com-
at game on the 3DO, providing more

an enough entertainment for anyone.

superb fun,
issue 1, Rating: 44k

PER WING COMMANDER
clronic Arts, £39.99

}1ntotally rewrote the PC original for
stunning 3DO debut. Besides

‘bly drawn static screens and great

/ in-game graphics have been mar-
usly spruced up. With a strong over-
irrative, changing according to mis-
performance,this is an exceptional-
‘'0ssing experience, The only draw-

“'s that the sophisticated 3D combat
and intense missions make few

&ssions for beginners, but persever-
'S fecommended,

%6 1, Rating: see tee

control over a

cately andinte

 

ing weapons R&D between arcade com-
bat missions set in isometric 3Dcities.

Superbly varied missions involve assassi-

nating crime lords, abducting political

prisoners and much moreas you pursue

world domination. While most console

versions had the violence toned down,

the 3DO version fully retains the dark

glory of the original, with bloodspilling

copiously. This also means no new mis:

sions or significantly improved graphics,

but mission disks are promised. Great

action, fiendish missions and Blade

Runner-inspired surroundings make this

a genuineclassic of softwarehistory well

worth investigating.

issue 4, Rating: xx***

THEME PARK ea,

ic Arts, ;

Ene brilliantly addictive sim is i

within the crazy world of Disney -

Alton Towers. The player has comp op

mass of variables,all inti

lligently linked - put an ice
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, and

HE &verywhere

Will appealto

you'll have kids thro
os compulsive game,thisfe ae DO system players whooe ® more than just fast, photonie 9 Sprites from their games. |t

|
:,. res plenty of save memory though!el, Rating: FOok i

wing

eu ECLIPSE
rystal Dynamics iS

1 £39.9
Oneofthe fi 4
the 3D0

blasem-y

track, mas

rst gamesto really show off
chipset, this demanding 3D
P features a great rock sound-
ses of action and

Gorgeous texture ma
an incredibl

lack of a sq

blaster can

absolutely
pped landscapes. It’s

Y intense experience, but the
ve game on a huge,20level
be irksome. Check out our

play guide in issue three.
issue 1, Rating:

TWISTED

Electronic Arts, £39.99
Oneofthe mostinnovative and intriguing
3DO games yet, Twisted uses the system’s
FMV capabilities to produce the world’s
first true multimedia gameshow. The
basic objective is for you, and up to three
friends, to get to the top of a spiralling
Stair case, tackling mental puzzles and
general knowledgetests put in your way.
EA have included various difficulty set
tings so that both the adult and the child

can be catered for simultaneously.It’s a
thoroughly polished product that demon-
strates the potential of the 3DO fortruly
ground breakingtitles. Bizarre, innova-
tive and good fun. Check out Zhadnost:
The People’s Party if the type appeals.
issue 1, Rating: Kx**

VIRTUOSO

Elite, £44.99

Originally designed as a vehicle for a
digitised rock star, Elite ultimately failed

to land a celebrity - or even any decent

gameplay, come to that. The various lev-

els have some neat ideas — snowmen

being particularly cute villains ~ butits all

far too slow and desperately unexciting.

Just about the worst Doom variant

around and a terrible 3DO debut for

Elite, who have much betterthings in the

pipeline.

issue 2, Rating: *

VR STALKER
BMG,£39.99
This sits awkwardly between Shock Wave

and Flying Nightmares, lacking the stun

suals of the former, while

hort on the realism stakes

On the positive

plenty offast, frantic action

ning arcade vi

falling equally s

compared to the latter.

side there's

and varied missions.

issue 5, Rating: **

WAY OF THE WARRIOR

interplay, £39.99

Whilst the extravagan
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characters inspire excitement, play
reveals a relatively weak Mortal Kombat
clone. A hard rock soundtrack blasts
along with the action, and some ofthe
backdrop designs are extraordinary, but
close quarter combatis difficult to master.
Flawed fun, this has provoked heated
debate amongst the 3D0 fraternity. We
stand by our review, but many rave over
this noisy beat-’em-up.
issue 1, Rating: kx

WING COMMANDERIII

Electronic Arts £44.99
The Wing Commanderseries has long
been a flag-bearer for the power of PC
CD-ROM gaming andits arrival on 3D0

 

is @ major event. Unlike lesser compa-

nies, Origin have totally reworked the

gamewith excellent texture maps (1 6bit

colour as opposed to 8bit) and CD Dolby
Surround Sound rather than mono
Soundblaster audio — not to mentionultra
fast-loading, superb FMV and animpres-
sively faster fps rate. Taking up no less
than four CDs,this is a truly epic game
with plenty of sophisticated 3D combatto
master alongside the star-studded story-
line featuring Mark Hamill and Malcolm
MacDowell.
issue 4, Rating: **&*&**

WORLD CUP GOLF

US Gold, £39.99

The digitised graphics are drab, the con-
trols are sluggish and the much vaunted
FMV clips of your tee-offs don't really

work, That there's just one course doesn’t

help matters either, but the degree of con-
trol available over the ball is impressive,

as are the enormous array of play

options and tournamentstyles. Unlikely to

seduce novices, but offering a level of

realism attractive to pros.

issue 1, Rating: ****

ZHADNOST: THE PEOPLE'S PARTY

Studio 3D0, £34.99

A quiz gamefor 2-4 players, both your

mates and the family will enjoy this with

t, boldly digitised

its imaginative mix of wacky FMV and

bizarre puzzles. The prequel, Awisted,

has a more fun atmosphere, but this is

cheaper andits puzzles have tworplayers

competing simultaneously. The presenta:

tion is up to Studio 3D0's usual high

standards and at the price, this is good

value.

issue 5, Rating: ***
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ACCLAIM
Maximum Surge

A post-apocalypse, FMV shoot-’em-

up starring Yasmin Bleeth of

Baywatch fame. [Soon]

Quarterback Attack With Mike Dikta

Another FMV spectacular putting you

in the quarterback’s helmet during a
fast-moving game of American

Football. [Soon]

Slam City With Scottie Pippin

Anotherinteractive movie produced

in conjunction with Digital Pictures,

this one has a basketball theme.

[Soon]

AMERICAN LASER
GAMES
Drug Wars

Blast those drug dealersin this neat

conversion ofthe hit arcade game.

[July]
Fast Draw Showdown

Noneofthis silly scenario stuff, just
straightforward fast draw action with
speed and accuracybeing essential.

[November]

Last Bounty Hunter, The

Apparently ALG’s biggest production

yet this you as the eponymoushero

pursuing Nasty Dan, Handsome
Harry and The Cactus Kid. For the
first time, the difficulty and order of

gameplaywill vary according to your

shooting skills. [Imminent]

Madison High

ALG’sfirsttitle to be released fortheir

new ‘GamesFor Her’ division. [TBA]

McKenzie & Co

Yet more rapid-fire action. [October]

Shootout At Old Tucson

Speaksforitself really! [October]

ART DATA INTERACTIVE
Alien Seed

A revolutionary new polygon inten-

sive extravaganza being developed

especially for M2. [1996]

Chess Wars

A Battle Chess for the 32-bit genera-

tion, this graftslive-action footage

onto an advanced chess engine.

Scripted by Paul Cooper, the winner

of three Emmys, andcosting so far
half a million dollars to produce,this

should be fun. [TBA] 
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Doom |

The phenomenally successful first-per-

son perspective blaster is upgraded

for the 3DO system complete with a

brand new episode containing nine

levels of new monsters and weapon-

ry. Despite its no-show at E3, ADI are

still confidentit will appear this year.

[Autumn]

DoomIl: Hell On Earth

The current PC mego-hit is bound to

be huge on 3DO with all new FMV,

higher resolution graphics plus new

creaturesto interact with... [Winter]

BMG
Loadstar

|

 

|
!

 

A stunning looking FMVblaster using

similar technology to Novastorm.

[Soon.]

Cadillacs & Dinosaurs
A conversion ofthehit, cartoon-styled
coin-op set in 600 yearsin the future.

[Soon.]

ELECTRONIC ARTS
Foes Of Ali

Stunning 3D,texture-mapped graph-

ics allow youto recreate Ali’s amaz-

ing career in the best boxing sim

ever. [November]

NHL’96  
 
The hugely popular 1 6bit ice hockey

sim is spectacularly converted to the

3DO system. Using the sameVirtual

Stadium technology asFIFA,it's likely

to be completely awesome, [October]

Psychic Detective

>. »*

omy 4

Aninnovative and very promising

comedy-thriller with the player taking

the part of psychic Pl, Eric Fox. It’s an

interactive movie, but with some 500

different variations promises plenty of

lastability. [September]

PGATour Golf

The 16bit versionis just about the

best around, so hopes are high for

the 3DO version. [November]

Prowler

100 yearsin the future the Terran

Robotic Infantry is locked in combat

with hi-tech invaders. Hugefighting

vehicles, stunning texture-mapped 3D

and complex missions makethis

another prospective mega-gamefrom

WCIIl developers, Origin.

[November]

Shock Wave 2

400% biggerlevels, complete free-

dom of movementfor proper mis-
sions, enhanced 3D, 60 minutes of

FMV, 25 new enemyvehicles and a

choice ofthree fighters with a big

range of selectable weaponry. Should

be a huge hit. [Early ‘96]

Shredfest
Developed by Road Rash’s Monkey

Doo team,this will be awesome.

Besides three types of speed races,
there are three trick events and two

bonus games. [Early 96]

ELITE

OnSide
A comprehensive footie sim including

a running commentary and manage-

mentsim. [October]

PowerSlide
A 3D rallying gamewith the empha-

sis on realism. [Xmas]

Space Ace

Dragon Lair’s more varied, slightly

more playable arcade sequel comes

to 3DO,[Soon]

ENTERTAINMENTINT.
Braindead 13

Developed by Readysolt, the people

behind Space Ace,this features more
extraordinary FMV cartoon graphics,

[Soon]

GOLDSTAR
BC Racers
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yA
A conversion of Core Design’s well

received Mario Kart clone. Featuring

Chuck Rock with a host of other pre-

historic themed characters, it mixes in

plenty of comedy and combat with

the one or two-player racing action.

[Soon]

Defcon 5

A stunning looking space adventure

strategy game with a very fast, very

smooth Doom-style graphics engine.

[November]

Fire & Ice

Weknow thetitle, but that’sit! [TBA]

Firewall

A cyberpunk, cyberspace arcade

game which pits you against an Al

core. Action sequencesinclude a 3D

flight-combat sequence over China.

[TBA]
Fire Wolves

Yet another mystery project. Whatis

it about GoldStar andfire? [TBA]

Primal Rage

Time-Warner’s hit arcade beat-’em-up

features some impressively OTT char-

acters. [November]

INFOGRAMES
Alone In The Dark 2

 

 
 

Moreof the same superb stuff, only

bigger and even better, with lots more

combat. The NTSC version is immi-

nent, but for the UK a special,

fullscreen PAL versionis planned,

[Xmas]

Alone In The Dark 3

Thefinal installment. This time set in

the Wild West (in a ghost town no
less), [1996]

INTERPLAY
Caesar's World Of Gambling

The casino notthe emperor plays host
to games of chance. [November]

Cyberia
A Silicon Graphic pre-rendered
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Corpse Killer
ELECTRONIC ARTS
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PRKE + VAT

GREED wow
Rise ofthe Robos 136.95 £43.42

£29.95 £35.19

£32.95 £38.72

$3295 £3892

£38.95 £4577

INTERPLAY

Way of the Warrior

PANASONIC

Super Street Fighter I £48.95 ¢57.52 FHESDO MACHINE
£Coll

i) 0800317864
THE 3D0 ioehiemberhetiiennlhn

For the LATEST mews ond reviews or to order your

software ON-LINE check out our World Wide Web
site at http: // www.cddirect.co.uk.

PANASONIC

£29.95 £35.19 Pebble Beoch Golf

Starblode

$32.95 £38.72 THE 300 COMPANY

~__GAMESDRIVING Seen ivan
£32.95 £38.72 Ex __GAMES—ROLEPLAY US GOLD

ELECTRONIC ARTS
£0.00 £000 Driving - Need for Speed £36.95 £43.42 PANASONIC

£36.95 £43.42 Rood Rash £36.95 £43.42 Powers Kingdom
£32.95 £38.72 ELITE

4

=FUIGHTSIMS acciam
Power Side col SPORTED sroosxeuno

£38.95 £45.77 Myst

£32.95 £3872

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Jammit

Wing Commander 3 £39.95 £46.94

THE 300 COMPANY Off World Interceptor
£36.95 £43.42. FlyingHightmares $36.95 £43.42 potoank

World Cup Golf

cass cor (ELiGAMESESTRATECND

£39.95 46.94

PRODUCTIONSBULLFROG
Slam Gty with Scottie Pippin {Call Theme Park ©3795 44.59
BMG CRYSTAL DYNAMICS

£29.95 £35.19 The Horde $32.95 93872
CRYSTAL DYNAMICS ELECTRONICARTS

£32.95 £38.72 Syndicate £39.95 £46.94
£32.95 £3872 INTERPLAY

Z ELECTRONIC ARTS BattleChess $3295 $38.72
immercenary £36.95 £43.42 (—"_GAMES-HORROR Stor Control I Sol
Lost Files Of Sherlock Holmes
Psychic Detective (3rd Nov 95) £34.95 £41.07 ELECTRONIC ARTS
ELITE

e ieee
//LION ENTERTAINMENT

Slayer
“VIRGIN
Demolition Man

BEAT FlashBack £36.95 £43.42

£32.95 £38.72

Monster Manor £36.95 £43.42 n NFL94
£36.95 £43.42 Twisted Game Show £32.95 £38.72

£29.95 £35.19 Caesar'sWorld of Gambling
FIFA International Soccer £36.95 £43.42 VIRGIN

Madden Football £32.95 £38.72 Connon Fodder $34.95 £41.07
_@PS37.95 844.59 Night Trop $32.95 £38.72

ue ieSo $38.95 £45.77
£34.95 £41.07 GAMETEK

Hell £29.95 £35.19
£3295 £3872 Quarantine £34.95 £41.0 reame eS S707 ’

£36.95 £43.42 e = N Jom 95

FLITE

£32.95 £38.72 ELECTRONICARTS On Side

Sherlock Holmes £36.95 £43.42 ea

£32.95 £38.72 z Ki

V2
£32.95 £38.72 MegaRace

BMG

£29.95 £35.19  GEX £36.95 £43.42
US GOLD

z,

—e E
Corpse Killer
ART DATA INTERACTIVE Shanghai Triple Threat

£48.95 £57.52
£Call ACTIVISION

£24.95 £29.32

SPECIAL OFFERS

£39.95 £46.94 ELECTRONIC ARTS
£39.95 £46.94 3D Atlas

SCall a

£29.95 £35.19 PANASONIC ee
300 Player (Pol System)

£32.95 £38.72
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